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The importance of the: home-school relationship has been recognized by
many educators. Indications are that when parents and teachers form a working
relationship early, children and adults benefit. The focus of this book is on en- '
abling parents, teachers and other caregivers to develop home-school situations
where children and adults can`learn, and grow in positive ways. Chapter One in-
cludes a discussion of how parents and teachers learn from each other. In addi-
tion, the physical, social, emotional and intellectual development of children are
examined in relationship to parent-teacher roles and activities.

The importance of establishing a curriculum early in the life of the child is
explicated in Chapter Two The way children learn as a result of home enviroy-
,ments and thebenefit of home-scho61 communications is also explored.' Special
consideration is given to helping children develop positive behaviors early in life
and also on involving them and their caregivers in better utilizing human sand
material resources. Chapters Three and Four, are devoted to discussing the basic
roles of parents and teachers and howfthese roles effect the home-school relation
ship. Changes in the parenting proceis and in the teaching process are examined
as they related to developing productive parent infrolvement progiams.\\Chapter Five contains an explic tion of the major goals parent-teacher
groups need to attend to. The importanc of creating productive learning settings,
improving' parent and teacher self concep s and establishing effective communica
tions systems are a fewzof the goals examined. In Chapter Six a family-school
systems approach to the teaching-learning process is described. 'Ilischapter
provides a synthesis of the organizational conCerns parents and'teachers need to
be aware of as they plan programs. Finally, an appendix is included which; enables-
the reader to review their idea r, about parent involvement.

Kevin 5. Swick, Ph.D.
R..Eleanor Duff, Ph.D.
Carol F. iiobson, Ph.D.
Columbia, South Carolina
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parent Involvement
a ing ch

The need for a strong family-school relationship has never been greater in
Our society. The problems existent in farnilies and schobls are solvable when
parents and teachers Work together as a team Home. environments in-need Of re-

.

pair such as. the child abuse-neglect hoine,' economically deprived family, and the
family, under stress are indicative of; need for meaningful parent involvement.
Similarly, the finencial,-social and related.problems 'faced. by schools are evidence
that anew approach to home-school-community relationships is needed.

The traditional. concept of involving parents in the process of educating their
children has typically been...restricted to...one way 'communication apxoaches.
Either the parent is talking at the teacher or the teaCher is talking at the parent.
Yet the real purpose of parental involvement in-the educational process is to
foster an improved learning climate and support System for the,.child. Parent-.
teacher Confrontation ModelS dO little to, foster the deyelopment of enviionments
conduchie to effective interaction and learning for the child.

Indeed a much broader view (than_ has been used in the. past). of Parent in-
VolVement in the schfOol is needed. Parents and teachers.mustcOmeto realize that
their -behaviors_are Much_ more important tllan their.wards ineffecting the child's
self Concept. When_ parents and teacherS work in complementary, supportive type
rOles, (as partnersin the development of learning climates and support systems for
Young: children). not only are they learnini-- but they are a Vital- part of the
educational process. -

The concept of 'parental involyenient' (as Put forth throughout this book) is
clearly reflective of a partnership agreernent between the teacher, child; parent,
and'- community working and learning'- together as a teams This concept is:.built
upon the belief that the parent, is the first' and most important influence in the
Child's development. It holds that tlie parent, like all other teachers, must first be



a growing, compassionate person in order to be an effective nnent.
Further, vital to this is the belief that the narents' goals for their

children are similar to the ones held by the teacher and the school. This common
set of goals should become the starting place of a cooperative relationship.

The roles of parenting, like the roles of teaching are, however, diverse and
always in need of renewal, enrichment, and growth. Being a competent parent is

indeed a skill building process. Current emphasis on the parent as ail involved
person in the schooling process is a usefu' perspective if the focus is on the parent
as a member of the teaching-learning team.

When teachers and/or parents perform their roles in narrowly perceived, iso-

lated ways the involvement concept is not being fulfilled. The focus of the educa-
tional process must be on the young child, witixparents and ieachers in jaint sup
port as facilitators and models setting and maintaining the stage for learning.

. Parents and teachers become ltronger, more insightful' individuals when they
participatein joint determination of the educational*rogram in which their chil-
dren have optimal conditions necessary for growth toward becoming funCtional

and developing: persons.
Parents cans provide teachers with personal information about the character-

istics, habits, learning styles, and bbhaviors of their children. In turn, parents can
learn from teachers another 'view' of how their children relate to other people
and how. their children are making progress in the acquisition of the necessary
literacy and life skills.

. Likewise teachers can teach parents new ways of 'helping their children
accomplish educational tasks-and -suggest appropriate ways of supporting their
children in solving developmental and/or social problems that emerge as a normal
part of the-growing-up.process. Teachers carflearn4rom parents the unique quali-
ties and special talents and attributes of their childrem-Thus, in the authentic

_sense of parent-teacher ,involvement, parents and teachers Can teach and learn
from each other. . .

In this same perspdctive, parents and teaChers can learn from children. They
can learn to yalue openness and 'experience, the feeling of trust and strength that
evolves from such a relationship. They can, provide directions in which _children
can develop empathy for the problems involved in becoming a useful individual
and. the -need for being sensitive yet capable of meeting the diverse needs of
others.

The parent-teacher partnership involves a mutual teaching-learning process
in which 'growth in all the following areas of human development is fostere4
throUgh the construction of a viable educational climate.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD Parents and teachers must work
together to promote the healthful, development)- of children. This effort should
begin in the preschdol years Ilirdugh teacher contacts-with community agencies
and other gfoups whowotk to provide parents with' information; on'proper diets

3.
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and assistance in handling the physical care of the young infant. Such activity
should be continued throughout the life of the child with continuous emphasis.
upon prevention of physical disabilities in the child. In this_same petiPective it
is imperative that parents and teacher communicate continuously about possible
physical problems the child is undergoing and formulate approaches to solving
these problems; The proper physical development of the child is dependent upon
the -type of physical, activity in which -the-young child is involved. Parents and
teacheri through their mutual involvement with children should provide .a planned-
sequence ,of physical exercises appropriate to the developmental stages and
individual characteristics of the children.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD. Parents are involved in the social
development of the child throughout life. Yet it is during the infant and early .

childhood years that parents, through their emotional support of the child, Assist
the child in developing a Constructive self-sooial 'System., . This type of parental
involvement in the socio-educational devZloprnent of thechild is often overlooked
as a major foiin of assistance parents give to the school and- the.society.

Parents who nurture the child so that he develOps a pasitiVe self concept and
a set of positive social behaViors (sO the child can, participate effectively in the
school setting) have made a major contribution to the School. Like :vise, teLchers
who provide a learning climate of acceptance for young children have taken a step
toward constructing the needed bogs of trust between themselves and the
parents for a Otoductive parent-teacher kivolvement prograM.

As the child develops and emerges. through later -childhood and adolescence
parents and teachers need to continue their. invc.litement through guiding and'
supporting.the young learners productive social habits. When parents model con-
structive problem solving behaviors for their children and.-provide
of behavior for them hick _are-fultfilling-an important (but not often observable)
involvement function. In the same respect teachers contribute to the Social de-
velopment of ,the 'child by pioviding a learning setting in which children can *.
participate in social activities that promote the development of a sound,self-

social system.
_

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD. The child of today is 'growing
UP' in a constantly changing' world The massiveThanges in the technological and
social' environment in which the child deyelops necessarily involves parents and

__teachers in-special efforts'to attend to theemotional,life of the
Parentsr by .providing emotional gaidance (structure, a daily schedule apprO-

priate to_the 'child's stage of development), emotional suppOit,(love, attention,
and a concern about the child's interests), and a healthy ethOtional model of
behavior foi- the child can establish the basis for Promoting positive mental
health .:in the -child.- A home-environment in which .the child. 'bah -depend on hot
meals, __regular verbal interaction wit hi/her parents, and a so'rnewhat orderly
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schedule each 'clay is likely to produce a child and, young adult who is m . -

stable.
The 'teacher (and auxiliary professional stafO'con-fronts a difficult but

unreachable challenge of facilitating and/or initiating the development of positive.`
mental h,salth behaviors' among the children in their classrooms. To the child who
has experienced a constructive emotional life in the home the few:her will be
viewed as a source of -continued emotional. development. To, the child who has
experienced a negative or chaotic emotional life at home, the teacher will be
viewed with a sense of mystery, possibly distrust, and certainly a hope that
something better exists in School than so exists in the home. c.

, . The teacher who allows for the time and activities in which children become
involved in -exploring their 'affective life contributes positiVely to the emotional
development of the child., An .orderlY, diverse; and personalized instructional
setrting (aS _designed bY" the -teacher) can provide all children with a place where
constructive emotional behavior is possible. Parents and teachers working together
to build relationships and environments where children find meaning and order
tb,their lives are. the real meaning of the phrase: Parent-Teacher

. volvement..
The teacher who acknowlsclges the idea that the prime responsibility for the

child lies with the parents and that parents want to do what is best, for their Child

are able to reach out to -parents, and welcome them as valued associates. She also
provides an atmosphere of encouragement for the parent to develop their own
attitudes; hence, gain their trust.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD. The most effective parent-
,cher involvement role utilized in enhancing the child's cognitive development
where parent and teacher participate with the child in the teaching-learning

process from infancy through adulthood. A prime role parents play in grovid:.ig
and sustaining -developmental gains of their children is the attitude they convey
to the children about life. The parent who involves the child in exploratory
activities and encourages the curiosity shown by the child is indeed 'readying'
that child for a successful school experience.-

Parents and teachers who cooperatively establish settings in which the young.
child can handle concrete-materials and expjore new events in an enjoyable man-
ner are providing a basis for the successful intellectual development of that child.
When parents and teachers teach and learn from each other they provide the best
model for children to internalize in their cognitive giowth and development.

Parent involvement is indeed an educational process, in .which parents,
teachers, and children learn from each other in a mutually rewarding manner.
The concept of parent involvement, as it is ,explored and detailed throughout
this book; is considered to be the means by 'which all members of the learning
team Strive to enhame each other through positive home-school experiences.

10 °



Discussion Questions

1. Too often, in the past, parent-teacher communications have been of a rather
formk,F...c.m.inner in which the teacher, talks and The parent listens. What are
,your thoUghts_onthe, ways in which parents and teachers should communicate

a

with each other?

2. Having read this chapter what are some additional ways in which parent in-

: volvernent can be made a truly -educational endeavor for all members of the
lefilning team? .

Suggested Readings

1. Patricia Marlcun, Parenting: Washington, DC: Association for Childhood Eddca-
tion International, 1973.-

2. Edward. J._, Kelley, Parent-Thacher Interaction. Seattle, Washington: ,Special
Child Publication, 1974.

3. Donald Eichorn, "TheLSc o As A Center of Human Development," Educa-
tional Leadership. NovemNr 1971.

'11 4. Kevin J. Swick &.:'R. Eleanor Duff, The Parent-Teacher Bond.' Relating, Re-
sponding, Rewarding. Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt Publishem, 1978.
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--The:-recognitionthat- learning-experiences_hesin_ln_ infancy is gaining cre-,
dence among more people each year Educators and parents are beginning to work
together in organizing a meaningful, 'curriculum' for young children. Child de-
velopment. researchers hate added to the insights people can use in organizing
effective environments for young children. The concepts of a curriculum for in-
fants, toddlers laid young children, although relatively new, is emerging.' a'

signifiCant part of the effort to involve children in a more sequential andorderly
set of learning experiences. The basis for any effective parent involvement pro-
gram final' begin before the of the child and extend throughout thc child-
hood years.

f.
t.

CURRICULUM BUILDING BEGINS EARLIER THAN WE THINK!

Most parents-to-be accept the idea that human development begins at least.
during the gestation period. Recent work in the field of human development,
however, indicates that how we live, what we eat and our general patterns of
Aanctioning influence the future lives of children. Thus an essential ingredient_
of any effort to improve the lives of children must begin with the habits of future
parents. School br community healil programs designed to finp_tove the lives of
yoringtadults will have a significant impact on the health of future generations.
Our values and modes of behavior are usually consonant with the way we hope
our children will live. The way wevbelia.ve sets ,the-siage for a curriculum we im-
Wise (consciottslY or not) on the neviborn. Parent education efforts that focus on
helping adolescents.. and young children form positive behavioA will have a long

term effect on the kind of parents they will eventually beconie.=This giso 'holds
true for thosi non-parents who eventually join child care professionq, oi corn-,
munity serviceroles. O

12
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PREGNANCY AND THE GRAND DESIGN

The realization thq "I" am pregnant brings reactions from delight to, de-
pression. The initial attitude toward, the possibility of having a child is itself

flinuential in the way one approaches raising a young child.. The way a person
treats -their body, the kinds of mental, nutritional, and health habits they have
directly influence the status of the newborn. Research findingrelated to this
aspect of human development indicate that excessive use of drugs, poor nutri-

. tional extreme .mental stress, and other states of behavior
..fitatong pregnant women increase the risk of birth defects as well as decrease the

chair's of healthy'klevelopment of the newborn.
Pregnant mothers who practice sound, health habits, ept nutritious foods,

-view pregnancy as an enjoyable 'experience, and receive proper medical attention
generally have healthy.babies. In Ta very real sense the grand design of a meaning-
fyl life for children is initiated well in advance of their arriyal. What happens in
the home-to-be (among fathers and mothers) not only establishes a framework
for being born but also sets the stage for how the child will be treated upon

-arrival.

A CONSTITUTION FOR ENFANTS

"We solemnly swear to protect, hold, and nurture our child \ to the very
best of our abilities." . If every parent-to-be was asked to think of the above
statement, a humane set of parenting behaviors would be more a reality than a
dream. The continuous increase in child abuse cases in, our culture is evidence
enough to warrant parent educators to ingrain in people an appreciation for
safeguarding the infant from injury or abuse., Knowing how io handle the baby,
prepare his room, and organize a.meaningful day of activities are key parenting
behaviors. A safe environment-is a place where infants can explore-without danger
and, live without fear of excessive noise, unsanitary conditions or ahusive parents,
siblings or peers. Environments in which infants have access to poisons, are left to
crawl toward open windows, or exist in rat infested care, centers are situations
that create fearful and 'abused children.

Por those who treasure. human life the safety facet of the curriculum is
evident. Security is the base and love is the beginning of huMan growth. To be
held, cuddled,,,and loved is a basic right of all infants. Researchers have found that
children who lack this essential ingredient in theirslives are handicapped in their'
later attempts-o function.*Taking.time to massage the infants body,.holding him

°gently during feedings, and playing with him at' bath times are just a few curricu-
lum basics for parents and child care workers who truly have the interests of
childn-n as their priority in life.

.

Love is more than holdings, it is more encompassing=nurturance. Making
sure infants are,properly nourished, regularly cleansed, receive plenty of rest,

13,
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. have adequate dpportunities to crawl, move ttrings in unison, communicate with
others and are cared for during illness as well as protected from devastating
diseases are some ways parents and others nurture infants. Technical engineers
spend millions of dollars building a highway curriculum. With the application of
the,. same fmances and zeal to the formation of a community centered curricui
for infants the safety, mental security, and intellectual competence of f Lure
generations can match the pride many people now take in their highways.

THROUGH 'ZOE EYES OF A TODDLER: A NEW DAY IS POSSIBLE!

Toddlers love V) explore, experience-their growth in visible ways, and to see
themselves as powerful and influential in making things happen. Just as growing is

an ever re-newing process so the.needs of toddlers are similar and yet unique from
infants. Certainly they need -a 'life space' that-includes-proper nutrition; adequate-
safeguards, affectionate others, appropriate rest, and activity and alone times to
integrate all the things in Which they are juddenly enmeshed. Beyond these needs
however, toddlers have a basic need for growing! They, are nom realizing that th-v

\ are! I exist, I am somebody and I am /o be somebody! Toddlers like to see them-
\ selves in mirrors, play.with one or two other children for short periods'Of time, go

places with people, be a part of things they we're uninterested in 'as infants and in,

general want to know, experience, and make things happen.
Although these new explorers want to invent, change, and control their

destiny they are also observerS"-of adults. They are very malleable and influenced
by the way,.parents and other, caregivers behave. They see our most insignificant
habits as important: If people at them, they learn to ,scream. If they are
rigidly scheduled and isolated from new explorations, they learn.to 'fear the new,
the unexplored. If toddlers are without guidance and left totally to act upon im-
pulse-theY fail to learn hoW to explore Within safe and sensible structures.

Eager explore and groWing rapidly' toward early childhood these inquisi-

tive toddlers need a balanced curriculuni. They need parents and caregivers who
provide, guidance (not dictatorship), safe environnients for exploring and in

behaviors:- Any ome or schdol curriculum for toddlers should include an
venting (not chaotic.n7 rigid learning settings), and gXarriples of caring. and useful

emotionally stable environment. Esientiarto the toddlers beingis the realization
that 'things arebasically okay!. Periddic family disputes or patental- arguments are
accepted- by children when the continuity 'of parent and sibling behavior reflect
poSitive and accepting modes of life.. Acceptance by others (espeCially significant
others) in home and school is vital to the child's sustained affective develOpment.
As toddlers reccigtfize it is okay to be unique and still function as accepted group,
members ihey tend tobuild self confidence in thefr individual selves and organize
constructive modes of relating to the needs and reasonable dernaridS- Or other

people.

14
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The physical setting of the home and school influence the curriculum in
which toddlers function: A well organized setting that contains materials-such as
blocks, kitchen utensils, simple puzzles, drawing and painting tools and realistic
home and community items is an environment where toddlers can learn. Such as
environment must incorporate safety measures for the Protection of the children.
Electrical outlets should be covered, poisons kept in locked places and fire
hazards cleaned up or fixed. Indoor and outdoor play areas need to be cleaned
often and maintenanced regularly so broken glass, rusty cans, and other dangerous
items are kept away from the children. -Safe streets and enclosed play areas make
possible a curriculum where toddlers can move about, make things, and invent

-.sand castles without fear of harm.
Socially, although egocentric, the toddler is naturally drawn to group situa-

tions especially within the 'safety' of the family.and in settings where she is the
center of attention. Just as toddlers randomly reach for new objects they also test
out their newfound social world. Does he like me? Will she hold me? my but he is
scary! Oh, that feeK warm! Maybe the words are lacking hut the feelings of at-
tachment (once limited to mother, father, or other adult caregiver) are now
cautiously extended to the outer social world. Curricula experiences for young
children should incorporate positive contacts with children and adults thus
enabling them to build .a set of constructive social behaviors.

Experiencing the visible signs of life the initial emergence of consciousness
is a vital aspect in the life of toddlers. The recognition of friendly faces, being a

part of family 'outings, peeking at the bumps on Aunt Helen's face, making a mud
pie that others are proud of, playing with other children, and enjoying special
events as part of the family are some of the more valuable learning experiences a
curriculum for tOddlers should include.

Balancing the curriculum is alwa-ys important to the way children learn,
mature, and behave. It is especially important to help children 'balance' their
daily involvement -with active experiencing: and with more quiet, alone -times.
Human behavior, ,patterns are formed very, early in life. Learning to like one's self
and to value otheis as well as to be at peace while alone is not learned at twenty
two but certainly can be initiated during the early years of life. Just as a picture is
often valuable as a classroom lecture so it is with the Models parents and other
caregivers set for children. Instead of "it's time for your nap Ellen,",try "let's
rest together Ellen.' Rather than the no, no, no's we'often barrage the toddler
with let us try to offer avenues for that creative energy. Jenny wants so badly to-
release and use in finding herself.

THE EARLY CHILDHOOD YEARS:
VISIONS, DREAMS; AND LOVE AFFAIRS

The totality of being a child inexperienced more completely chiring the early
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childhood years than at any time during life. This feeling of togetherness, how-
ever, emerges only when conditions during infancy and toddlerhood-have been
facilitative of the integrative nature of human growth. When young children are
treated in mechanical ways they behave 2 robots and form mechanistic living_
modes. ---

The two worlds of fantasy and reality are both 'real' wcrlds to young chil-
dren. Helping children to use they worlds is the challenge facing p_grents,
teachers, and other caregivers. People who work with young-children in-ways that
enable them to grow through applying their visions and dreams toward under-
standing themselves and others as meaningful are truly''responsible caregivers.

For example, Jimmy is describing what Happened to him last night to his
father during breakfast.

Jimmy: This dragon came right into my bed. I know he was
thirsty so I gave him water. He was happy then!

Father: Wow, that was exciting! What happened then?

Jimmy: The dragon kissed me and flerright through the
,window.

Father: That dragon was sure strong.

Jimmy: Yup!

Jimmy and daddy at work making a curriculum of fantasy which also

links up to the real world of language development, social behaviors and the
enhancement of-creative thinking skills.

Or,_ let's peak in on Linda who is busy in the 'dress up' corner of the Chil-
dren's World Day Care Center. Linda is putting on a large hat and patting her face
with a wet sponge. Now she is setting a table, later she is calling her uncle in
New York. The world of play is also Linda's 'learning center' for part of each day.
It is a place where she can organize her life and make it work the way she wants it
too! Later, ,Linda will join Mike and Sally in climbing on wooden toys, running
and playing in other small group games. And, at lunch, she will sit with-Jim, Ed,
Maria, and Sally and eat a nutritious meal. Then a short rest period and still later
a story told by Mr. Rint a volunteer father who comes often to share stories and
games with the children.

Other scenes at Children's World include Billy sawing wood, Mark dancing
to music, Suzi drawing pictures of frogs and fish, and Mrs. Linert setting up a
water play area for George who just happened to bring his new wooden boat to
school. Many other activities-a-P t-planned-for and-with-these-yo ung-childi en: Field

trips to places in the community where children can see and participate in ex-
panding their world are a regular part of the curriculum.

je The teachers and staff at Children's World recognize that the most intimate/ and impressionable forms of early childhood learning take place in the home

16
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setting. 'Parent involvement and parent education are important part of our
program," says Mrs. Lined. "We want The center to be a place f r the entire
family and the community too!"

Mrs. Linert- continues': "A parent-resource file_is_usecLthroughout the year
and-we are now trying Ato visit parents whO are at work so the children can see
what their parents do during the day." "We have a parents corner where ideas for
home 'learning activities and books and games are on display." The worlds of
learning and growing are many --- and parents have a captive audience in their
children's interest in being a part of family activities..

_
A walk through the neighborhood, sharing a story with a- four year old,

playing kickball in the yard, getting groceries at the supermarket, relaxing to-
gether at home, visiting the local library, attending a family film, making holiday
decorations,/visiting relatives and friends, and doing family things together are en-

/riching experiences for young children and their parents.
Young children are inquisitive! Answering their questions and enouraging

them to7ask, questions and to develop their interests is a 'teaching behavior'
parents/can and often do perform with artistic skill. Involving children in cleaning
the honse, baking cookies, washing windows, raking leayes, and planning family
outings prompts the children and parents to grow in an integrative manner. To. be
included-in the important family activities is to be recognized as a part of life.

A curriculum for the early childhood years can and must be based upon the
continuity of` life involving children, parents, and other caregivers in experi-,
encing the diversity of human life. Meeting grandfather (or a fostengrandparent)
to take a walk through history or visiting 'mom' at the canning factory are the

//kinds of experiences that allow children to sense a continuity in-life and for adults
l/ to visualize their children as positive forces emerging to become a part of the

community.
Success at being who you are is an essential link in shaping' a curriculum for

young children. "I did it" can then become "We did it." "I can brush my teeth
now," "I can tie my shoes now," "I made my toast: " Building successful learning
settings where children can build a sense of power is the most important task for
early childhood educators.-The transition from ME TO WE can be a natural' part
of growing when children find self and otheri as valued members of the human
community.

What kind of curriculuni canecan most effectively tritet the needs of infants,
toddlers, and young children? The answer exists in the adults who shape the
environment in which children live. As adults are abbut the business of organizing
a curriculum for and with ...young children they must incorporate growth promot-
ing facets such as sor.nd parent-child relations, proper nutrition, safe and secure
learning spaces, variety and balance in daily routines and opportunities for chil-
dren to mature and integrate their. lives in productive ways.
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ON CHILDREN AND BEHAVIOR

The way infant: and young children learn to behave takes place within the
context of their curriculum. What kin& of experiences do they have? How are
they introduced to group situations - gradually and sequentially or randomly
and without regard to their development? Do they have meaningful contacts with
adults who value them? Are they provided opportunities to learn how to function
successfully with others? Is their a social framework in which they CAN study
how people behave and function thus learning about differencei and common-
alities of human behavior? These questions not often asked in a serious manner
by caregivers, provide direction to-the -way- children and -adults leain how to,
behave.

_Children and adults learn about behavior together. Mother and child affect
each others behavior by the.nature of their experiences with each other. Knowing
something about the reciprocal processes of adult-child learning can enhance the
relationships of children and adults. Mothers- whO have successful eiPerience-s
With their infants are usually very positive about parenting thus promoting a
productive setting for the child to learn about behavior. Child care workers whO
find enjoyment in their relationships-with-children-most-likely-have-received--
'posftive signals from the children about their place in the care center; The feeling
that we teach and learn-from each other is now becoming a generalized concept
substantiated by the findings of the behavioral

We (as human beings) do not live on bread alone. Our psychological makeup
influences our behavior as much as our psychological state. The writing of
Richard Farson about the way children-in our society are treated is indicative of
the need for recognizing the 'personal integrity' of each child and adult. Further,
the work of Selma Fraiberg makes clear the need for adults-and children to
nourish each others minds as well as their bodies, The recognition of infants as
important, is or is not communicated, to them° very early in life. Whether it is
called `trust,' 'attachment,' or by some other term, the recognition by others that
T am needed is a starting point that early childhood curricula must be based on

theory and fact.;
"Jimmy likes to dreis up and be like his father" "Mary is so nice to the

other children, she's just like her mother." itis,fiue that children and adults tend
to reach as high or as low as the models and images of human behavior they see
reflected in their mirrors of life. The pictures of life drawn by young children
reflect very accurately the way they see and thus behave. Parents and other,
caregivers who listen, relate, help, and encourage children to be a part of lifeare
implementing a curriculum that will influence children and provide them with a
start toward becoming useful, and.joyful members of the human community.
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ON CHILDREN AND ENERGY

The terms children and energetic, are used in a synonymOus context by
parents, teachers, and others who work with young', children. An entirely new
set of words, phrases, and concepts are rapidly, becoming a part of our lives.
Non-renewing resources,' 'transition energy options,!-- 'energy crisis,' and other
phiises appear daily in the news we read and watch. Shortages of various raw
materials and contrived shortages of other materials have caused adults and
children to alter their way of seeing the future from unlimited means toward a
more fallible view of what we can and cannot do!

A critical issue in our lives is how we will organize the physical and social
environments to maximize-thegrowth-of human beings without inviting an eco-
system disaster. As in many other instance's, children and adults can learn from
and with each other abbut how to use! (and, conserve) energy sources in efficient
and yet creative ways. Learning about energy and the environment begins as early
in life as the development of 'habits' children.

The effects of adult modeling on children is evident-in the way children
,

formalize their styles. of living. Think for a moment about the following adult
behaNdors as they affect children:

The way we eat and what we eat;
The things we throw away;

-The vacations we take;
The way we drive;
The way we treat each other;
Theway we use electricity and gas;
The water we use and misuse;

The way we treat ourselves.

Young children are veryi7impressionable andlook to us for leadershi If we
waste food 'so let us not criticize our for following our example. Through
a conscious effort parents, teachers, and other caregivers can organize -a curricu-
lum of experiences where children can learn to view and use the physical viviron-
ment in a sane and decent manner! Learning to do more with less resources is a
basic skill all of our children need in order to function capably during their

-lifetime.,
An important part of learning how tdrilsethe environment productively in-

volves learning how to make-judgments pertinent to the quality of life as opposed
to making choices which simply meet our personal needs. What is important, even
vital to life energy to heat our homes and place of Work, or the prolifeiation of
leisure vehicles that consume-needlegsly the precious resources we have left?

Our 'children will face the choices of quality living for all or abusive life
styles fok a few. Will we as adults provide them with skills to handle these de- .
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cisions choices which will determine, whether civilization as we know it can
survive?

TOWARD A NEW DAY WITH OUR CHILDREN

During the depression years when many people were pleasantly surprised to
have survived experiences in which money, food; resources, and leisure activities
were scarce the future was defined as a better °tomorrow for children. What
mothers, fathers, teachers and yes non-parents -- had to go without was trans-
mitted -into dreams and-plans for the next generation."And,- then lherewas-a time
of plenty! Abundance, affluence not for all but certainly, for too many who
were not prepared` to deal with making-Ichoices-Akhen--EVERYTHING seemed

possible. Mass- transportation,- lengthy vacations, food-a-plenty, large houses, big
autoMObiles, seductive clubs, eXpanded bank..._acconnts; and endless credit were
signs of a culture group that superficially hadtnastered the immediate en-
vironment! --

A generation of children were raised in an environment in which the "I"
reigned, supreme. 'Too much too soon' became a common saying among those

--Ty-aro-had seen and lived-in-times-of challenge-and-growthA.social -malaise set in...
during the times of affluence Ao be sure it did not infect all people but subtly
seduced many who felt the comfort of living for today without the immediate-

-worry of tomorrow.:
AND NOW'we are experiencing a time of linitis/IMIere people are, gradually

realizing-, that-- tomorroW can BE only with their- involvement-in-planning, and
developing settings that will make it possible. The children of today will inhetit
a world where they must do more with less in terms of resources and space. They
will need to organize new lifestyles in which the quality of living is more impor-
tant than the quantity of goods people hace accumulated. SmaNr homes, less use
of natural resources, and more equitable distribution of life suppoit services will
be necessary for human survival. -

What we do today as children and adults will shape the, kinds of decisions
made by people in the year 2000...Children are watching us as we make our many
choices that shape their lives and either give meaning or blasphemy to our lives.
Together, as 'children and adults, we can help each other organize the initial
arrangement where:

conservation of resources is the rule rather than the exception;
utilization of food and other resources is equitablized;
the nature- of human relationships is valued more than the techno-

logical arrangeme,barrangement;ic health, social, and-safety-service' s_are_sharesiamong all people

7

and based upon the industrious behavior of people;
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an educated world citizenry exists to enhance the quality of life by
utilizing the diverse talent's of people in all cultures.

There are those cynics who will seer all of this as a misguided journey. Yet
during the past fifty years mankind has witnessed significant gains in the quality
of life only to be off set by abuses in the way that wealth has been shared. To-
gether, with our childrenwe can move toward a new day where quality living is
the concern of all the peoPle on this earth.

Discussion Questions

1. Identify and discuss- ways schools and other community agencies can assist
future parents, in preparing for being effective parents.

-2-An-developing_Treschool -programs for infarits and tOddlers, what steps should
be taken to insure parent participation?

Suggested Readings

Annie Butler, "Today's Child Tomorrow's World," Young Children, 1976,
4-11. .

Richard Farson, Birth-rights. New York: Penguin, 1978 edition.

Selma Fraiberg, The Birthrights of Children. New York: Basic Books, 1977.
_

Sarah Van Camp, "The World Through Five-Year-Old Eyes," Childhood Educa-
Hon, 1978,246-248.
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At the base of any effective parent involvement program is the parent and

the myriad of parenting roles they perform. Too often the parent is viewed by

educators as an addendum to the school program; a worker,jielper, supporter and

aide to the teacher and_staff of the school. Indeed parents can and do perform

such role's for the school. But in performing these and other roles parents are
simply added help to the school staff; they are, and must be, an integral par't of

the educational_processTa_parents., And the_ parenting process is changing from

the predpminant two parent family to more varied arrangements.

THE CHANGING NATURE OF PARENTING

The development of workable parent-teacher involvement programs must be

based upon an understanding of the parenting process. The emergenceof the two

parent working fathily, increased societal pressures for individuals to fulfill more
-sill:Centered goals, and the concurrent"shifting of -a: communitY-centered value

system to . a more individualistic orientation have, created a very -complex set of

social and psychological variables in which parents and children must carryon the

process of family living.
The social bonds of the family which existed in the past such as the ex

tended family, strong parental relationships, one parent working families, and

clearly defined sex roles in terms of family functions have all but vanished. In

their place a variety of family situations have emerged. Today it is common for

teachers to find children in their cla-srooms to be from one parent families, two

parent working families, and' parent surrogate family settings.
Many social and economic forces have impinged upon the family during the
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past twenty-five years. The production of goods and services Qn a mass scale has
increased the expectations of people in terms of their desired life styles. The
availability of conveniences, media and rapid transit forms of transportation have
made it more desirous for, peoble to increase their material style of living. In order
to acquire these ,goods and services many parents have had to increase their time
on the job and decrease their time in the home.

These economic changes have effected the social setting in which people
exist As mc=ornen have entered the labor market their desire to achieve a

. . . .

more indep t status within the society has increased. Siiarly, those men
who have taken on two jobs to pay the increased costsr-of living have less time to
devote to family and school activities. The rapid economic and concurrent
societal value changes have effected parental and family relations in many ways.
There are more divorced couples today thanintimes past and parents who are
together find they have less time to spend with each other, their children, and/or
as volunteers in school and civic events.

- The American family of today is existing within a social setting''-where tradi-
tion& family and parenting roles are very difficult to implement on a day to` day
basis. The family today is not as it was in 1940 nor should it be, expected to have
stood still as the culture -Changed.lIndeed the.rural family of times past 'may be
more a nostalgic dream than a reality. The supposedly stable and child-centered
family of early rural. America seems to have collapsed from the very _same eco-
nomic and social conditions that are effecting parents and children today..

,Although some parents and children have been negatively effected by con-
temporary social changes, it must be noted that many families are together and
functioning as well as, if not better than, families, of pas ecades. The important
thing for educators to remember -asthey develop parent inv vement 'programs is
that the parenting process is more complex and diverse today han at any time in
our history. Thus, an effective parent involvement, brogram '11 contain many
different ways for parents to become involved in the'school.

PARENTS PERFORM MANY FtQLES

Parents are involved ih the education or miseduc:tion of their children from
the conception of the child. Through 'parenting' the p rent zs involved in the edu-
cational process. Parents perform a variety of roles which make them very signifi-
cant people in- the lives of their children. Unfortunately, many non-parents often
view parents as individuals whose Auences on life end at the front door of _the
home. This is, of course,*an incorrect view of the parenting process as it is occur- o
ring in our society today.. An examination orthe many roles parents -perform in
their child/rearing capacity provides some, insight into the importance of viewing
parerits as members of the teaching4earning team.
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THE PARENT AS INDIVIDUAL PERSON.

Every parent is first an individual who has developed and continues to de-

velnp a personality composed of attitudes and behaviors- -thatinfluerice their
performance as parents. Before an individual can be a competent and Qcaring-

parent, he must fiht be effective as a person. Individuals who reel good about

themselVes and who find fulfillment in,their personal lives make for more effec-

tive parents than those individuals who find life as eersonally disappointing and

feel incapable of functioning as growing, becoming human beings.
Parents, as individual, persons, must have' a personal life in which they can

explore, enrich and develop their interests in constructive ways. Parents who Wave

hobbies, social interests and other, activities not only 'develop their individual
selves, but also' provide 'their children with models of positively functioning

.human beings. As these parents bring' a wholeness to life, they also bring a com-

. pleteness to the process of parenting. Educators who are relating:- to parents ,

should understand them in terms of their selves as well as their, more formal
---parenting roles.

THE PARENT AS PRODUCER.

An integral _part of.the45arenting.process is the role of production of goods

and services, by parenteParents spend much time during their parenting years
in work efforts ,wh'idi provide the economic sustenance for their families add
contribute to-thesvell-being of other meinberk of the gommunity.

aspect___aLtbis parenting role is the funition the producing

of goOds and services for others plays in establishing a positive work model for
the young child. Whatever career or task the parent perfornis, he is involved in

depicting a way of life for the young learner. It is not so much w,hat the parent
is doing in the world of work .9.s it is the way he is doing it An individual may be

working in the steel mills of Gary, Indiana, the corn fields of Iowa, a: the cotton

mills of Maine; the important questions revolve around how the individual ap-
proaches his work and the model_he provides for hiS children in terms of produc-

,

tivity as it relates to the Maintenance of societal goals. In designing parent in-

volvement piograms, educators need to incorporate the world- roles parents per-

form in the plans and activities of the program.

THE PARENT AS CONSUMER.

The most common behavior members of our society perform is the con-

sumption of goods and services Parelits are among the largest, group of coh-

sumers our society. They buy homes, foodS, automobiles, vacations, clothes
and consume many resources such as natural gas, oil, and coal. Thus, parents
establish through their buying habits,. a model lf -consumer habits; a map .pr-

buying modes for their-children. Parents, as consumers, can provide a positive
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model for their children by developing constructive and balanced consumer
spending patterns. Currently our society is confronting a situation where sources
of energy, are less than the demand for them. Parents and teachers can mode/
frugal use of these valuable resources and thus develop e younger generation
an appreciation for these non-renewable energy sources

The effective educatOr involves parentS in consu ales in two ways; one,
involving them in consumer education programs, and wo, involxing them as
classroom resources in consumer education units of study for the students.
Parents are always eager to learn more about how to maximize use of their
finances..In the same respeCii, most parents' would be happy to visit the class-
room and explain how they spend finances ,to support their families: The parent
as a consumer of goodi and services is a rol\which educators need to focus on
more in the feaching-learning process, All meikbers of the human community
need to learn to do more witlfless consumption orresources.

THE PARENT AS EDUCATOR.
0 1,

Parents are the first and potentially the most continuous educators children
ever have during theirlifetime. The decisions parents make when choosing a place
to live, how to feed-the infant, when and where to spend time with their children,
and how they will, discipline the young toddler all combine to become the first
curriculum children experience. During the childhoodi,yearsp edirents either ucate
their -children-by providing them with' 'Consistent and,4secu're environments where
learning materia).. and experiences-are-plentiful or rniseducate their Children by
failing to become involved in the important tasks of child rearing.

The school can foster and facilitate this role by involving parents in parent
education programs that focus on ways they can promote the development and
learning of their children. In addition, many parents will benefit by being involved
in the learning process as it occurs in the'school environment. There are many
parents who, because of, economic and/or social problems, are unable to carry

- out their educational role with their children. School .leaders have a special re-
sponsibility to support these parents through child care programs, the use of
home aides to assist parents with child care problems and the provision'of adult

-education programs where indigent parents.can acquire useable skills for resolving
their problems: Together, parents and educators are the most potent educational
and social forces in the lives of children.

THE PARENT AS ETHICAL MODEL.

Parents teach_valuesi- attitudes and morals by their `examples and through
their involvement with infants and children. Parents who nurture their infants by
taking care of the feeding, cleaning and protective tasks vital to the, survival of,
infants are building a trusting environment where children will perceive life in a
positive manner. As children. develop physically ..and socially varents_can..and -
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should promote responsible work and play habits, encourage respect for authority
and require in children a respect for cultural differences and the rights of in-

'dividuals to pursue their interests without irrational interference from others.
, The school is or should be' an extension of the family and thereby encourage

the formation of productive behaviors among children. Teachers and parents can
assist: each other in this endeavor by involving themselVes in parent-teacher educa-

tion sessions in which the ethical problems-confronting young learners are ex-
plicated and discussed. The objective being to develop some common agreement
a nong themselves (parents and teachers) on how to promote positive ethical
development in the younger generation. As parents and educators, are involved in
this process, they will find ways to improve their own lives and thus provide
ethical models for their children. \

'THE PARENT AS COMMUNITY MEMBER.

People who become parents are usually (unfortunately not alwayi) inVolved
in community events". Schools of every type require the support of community
members and parents are key people in bringing about a better relationship be-
tween the school and the community. As members of the community Parents
serve their fellow citizens by paying, taxes, nurturing their children, participating
in the operation of youth programs, serving as members of community boards
and by involving themselvekin various Political and social service, roles.

citizensdn_the community ,parents- acquire many skills thateduca-
- tors need to capitalize on in tenten out-to improve their community

relations. When school personnel view 'parents in--a-multi-dimensional perspective,
'othey will find them to be interested and capable of promoting a more positive
image of the, school to all members of the community.

Parents'as individuals are diverse in the roles they perform. It is the task of
all schoOl personnel to gain a better understanding of these parenting rolds''and to
begin utilizing parents as partners in developing a more functional school .prb-

gram. In the same perspective, Parents need to realize the -significant role that
teacher-a and other school leaders play in shaping the lives of their children.
Parents.are not simply parents nor are teachers just teachers; beyond these c
caring roles are individuals who have many skills to contribute to-the develop-
ment-of a truly humane home-school-conithunity program .

MEANINGFUL INVOLVEMENT FOR ALL PARENTS

Tie are many parents who desire to be involved in school programs but are,
never approached by educators in the"proper fashion. Each parenting team is
unique in the way they live, work and function as the family leadership coordi-
nators. A major weakness in, our educational programs has been the tendency to
involve only those parents who best ,symbolized what 'we' thought., parents

b
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should be like. Such an educational viewpoint of parent involVement has elimi-
nated many people from the educational program. The two parent working
family,-for example, may not be able to do the things that the one parent working
family con do, but such a _family can be involved in the educational program in
many ways.

Ethfcators have utilized or supported the use of individualizekinstructional
approaches ;with children. A similar application of the concept of individualiza-
tion to parent, involvement programs is 'heeded. Parents are individuals with

7 unique situations that change- as their children develop and as ,their families are
involved in acquiring an identity. Consider the.following as examples of varying
parental situation& and as possible ways of adapting the parent involvement
process to the special needs of each family.

. -

Example One

THE PARENTING TEAM SITUATION: Ed and. Mary Johnson have three
young children Sone is in third grade, one in kindergarten and the baby is just a
year old). They both work full time in order to make the needed finances for

,operating their household. Mr. JOhnsori is a welder and' Mrs. Johnson a secretary.
Mrs. Johnson's mother watches the baby during the day. The Johnson's spend
their weekends doing the chores such as housecleaning, shopping and washing.

,

the clothes. They are known as good, parents whose children are well behaved in
school and community. But Ed and 'Mary Johnson admit they know very little
about the school and wish' they'could be of more Delp to the school.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT_POSSIBIL,ITIES: It must be !liked 'that Ed and
Mary Johnson are already very involved parents, By being productive and capable
parents they are helping the schodt inOhat is unfortunately a hidden capacity:
nurturing the. development of their children. Educators _Must be careful- in not
destroying parents lilee theJohnson's by over involving them in school tasks that
might strain the existing family relations. There are appropriate parent involve- . ,
ment techniquei that can be utilized to enhance the Johnson's perceptions of the

,z-school. An early' morning -open house continental breakfast, evening parent-
teacher conferences; spring faniily-school picnics, parents night out, school news-
letter and teacher initiated phone contacts are suitable ways of involving busy
Parents such as the Johnion's.

Examplt,;,T wq

_THE PARENTING, TEAM -SITUATION: Lisa Renz is a recently divorced
parent. She has custody of the two children Ann and BobAnn is in eighth grade
and Bob iit-third grade..Mrs..,Renz works during the day in .a factory and three
nights a Week as a waitressin a cocktail lchinge_She receiyespa-child stippart_as-
her husband is an alcoholic, and is under psychiatric care. Ann, who is in eighth

2 64 :
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,
grade, is confused and rarely at hoine. Bob is too good and too quiet! He is doing _ _

poorly inschoql and is essentially-lost-in-terms--Of-his-ideiffity. Rob likes his dad
-YridWiiits to be with his dad. Mrs. Renz dates many men and spends her free
time entertaining her friends in her apartment. She is interested in the education
of her children, but has never felt welcomed in the ichool.

PARENT fNVOLVEMENT POSSIBILITIES: Lisa Renz is among a growing
number of single parents who are left with the job of raising their children.
Mrs. Renz is involved with her children in a very difficult situation; a Predicament
educators are quick to condemn but often fail to understand. The situation in
which Lisa Renz exists is indicative of the problems many single parents confront
today. In such situations educators need to consider,the parent-teacher partner.:

their problems. The school, in conjunc-

tion with other so'cialagencies, can arrange for home assistance helpers and/or
skilled child_care workers to help withsome of the home management tasks. In
addition,- the. school might -be able -to PiroVide theThifildren with tutor). or other
instructional services to .aid them in maintaining their -studiei. Sp9tial school
programs can bedeveloped for singleparents a& a way of involving them in school
function& The important thing.is that, parents like Mrs. Renz have much to con-
.
tribute to their children and the school.' Capable teachers and related school
personnel should organize their parent inirolveinent programs 'o include all
parents in a productive home-school relationship. 1

Example Three

THE PARENTING TEAM SITUATION: Dr._ and Mrs. Elton are the parents
of three children. Aron is in sixth grade, SallY inher third year of high school and
Joe is a sdphomore in ,college. Dr. Elton is a very successful dentist and active
member of many community service groups. Mrs_. Elton is a homemaker- andcen-

.

joys helpine with community projetts and school events. The Elton's youngfamily.is, suddenly 'growing t.p' and Mrs. Elton now has more time to devote to

churc ' community affairs. The Elton fainily has their problems but are
looked up to in the community as very fine people.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT POSSIBILITIES The. Elton's are, entering, -a"
stage of parenting in which their children are more autonomous and self-sufficient

in handling their own lives. Mrs, Elton, who no longer is confronted with the.task
of meeting the needs ofiinfants/or very young childien, can become' more involved

in school and community activities: She may desire, to become a_claisroom volun-

teer or to handle some of the organizational, tasks of the parent-teacher organiza-
tion. Di. Elton, who has always been active in community events, would bean
ideal person to help with school iinprovement programs and as a resource person
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in various capacities and desirJTO-Se of assistance to the.school. Perceptive school
leaders will take every opportunity to involve parents such a the Elton's in school
programs and activities.

The Johnson's, Elton's, and Mrs, Renz are p,hrents who, although they have
quite different situations, are interested in being effective parents and involved in
the education of their children. There are other parents who, because of their
unique predicaments, can only find a. meaningful relationshiP With the -schOol
when ,..,ducators provide a flexible parent-teacher involvement program. For ex-
ample, there are homel, whereograndparents, uncles, aunts, the 'eldest daughter
or other parent surrogates are the primary, care givers for the children. The school
must inVolye these 'parents' in the educational progiam according to theirindiVid2
ual needs and aspirations:

The parenting process' today is enagecl_in_manyt 7--differen ays an 6y
parents who, are in varying family settings.. Parents perform many roles and are
indeed individuals who have talents and skillstheysan use in the home, the com-
munity, and the school. A major challenge facing educators is the development of
parent-teacher partnerships in which every parent and teacher can find purpdseful
direction in their attempts to nurture their children.

-Discussion Questions

1. Patents of infants and toddlers are busy people. What would= be the most
effective way to help such parents acquire some initial contactLwith_schorA__________
personnel? --

2. Parents who have special problems such as an'aleoholic mate,_a child on, drugs
or related marital problems often, feel uncomfortable about participating in
sch(7o1 events., What are some approaches you think Gould be used,to involve
the parent who has special probleps iri school event3 and programs.

Suggested Readings

Patricia Markun, Ed., Parenting. Washington, D. C.: Association for, Childhood
Education International, i 973.

Nathon B. Talbot, Raising Children in Modern America. Boston: Little, Brown,
and Co., 1976.

George Levinger, "Where Is The Family Going?" The Wilson Quarterly, Winter,
1977,95-102.
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Ti e instructional procesS is a composite of the teaching and learning activi-
.

ties that take place in the home, school and community. School programs are
operated in many different ways ranging from the self-contained classroom to

the_open space concept of learning. It is common to find varying school organiza-

tional patterns within the same school district, Some examples of organizational .

designs being used in schools today are the non-graded prOgram, individualized

inStruction, individually guided education, informal, open education and the

learning centers design.
The way Children are involved in the process of eclaabon is -a1§-45 changing.

. -

As opposed to the once popular large group instructionalapproach, a variety of

small group and individualized teaching-learning modes are now ,being utilized in

schools throughout our society. The use of computers and various Multi-media

devices has altered the way children learn. Various methods of grouping children

for instruction is another exaMple-of the ever changing nature of the educational

process. Thus, as the parenting process is. now typified by diversity, so the teach-

ing process is now exemplified by varying methods and procedures Used to involve

students in the learning arrangement.

'THE CHANGING NATURE OF TEACHING

Capable teachers have always used a variety of methods and materials in

their instructional program. The teacher of today, however, must be prepared to

take on many roles. organize diverse instructional settings, operate sophisticated

equipment, select appropriate learning materials, evaluate pupil performance,

communicate with staff, children, parents and community, and continue to im-

prove their professional expertise through in-service education programs. In es-
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sence the teacher of today must be a person who is about the process of self
renewal and continuous!y in search of improved methods of helping c,hildren and
parents pafticipate in a meaningful learning arrangement.

Teachers, like parents, perform many roles in attempting to help, children
learn. Teachers and parents by the very "nature of their lives are (or should be)
idealists. They see in children a chance for a better life as a result of their efforts.
The various- roles teachers perform are often taken for granted. The over-pro-
fessionalization of teachers has created a situation where the lay person often per-
ceives the educator as a technocrat who is unconcerned bout the ehildrenrthe----

THE TEACHER AS PERSON

The teacher who goes beyond the lesson plan to reach children in a personal
sense is actualizing the real meaning of teaching. Teachers above all else are per-
sons with hopes, fears, desires and convictions. Teachers are people who want to
experience life and share it with infants, children and their parents in a productive
manner. Each teacher is a person with a set of experiences that, shapes their atti-
tudes toward other people, especially the children teach.

' One of the characteristics of teachers is the diversity of lifesiyles, cultures,
and beliefs they represent. As children proceed with their schooling they may en-
counter teachers who are marrie c erswo i'e ---
ro u ive y but in a more independent manner,young teaclxrs_who_:have-higtv:----
eals -experienced -tea-chergwho are wise decision makers, and teachers froine

;many \other backgrounds. This personal diversity which exists within the pro-
fession is a vital force in the process' of education. It ihould be nurtured and

-...,-,. cherished rather than feared or destroyed by citizens and parents of all com:
m unit ies.

Educators must continually renew their personal selves and utilize, them-
selves .as \ positive factors in the teaching-learning process. Whatever the personal
life of '\ the teacher it can, when used appropriately, be a productive part of the
learnin 4periences of the children. Teachers who attempt to enrich their per-
sonal 1 yes \ through travel, education, ancLselected recreational activities usually
improv their teaching lives, too! The teacher who never finds time to br.; more, of
.their self w,d1 eventually be,,unable to enact. the nurturance skills so vital in
teacher- hild\ -parent relationships.

\

THE TEACHER AS PROFESSIONAL

Th professional educator is (or should be) an individual who can perform
many s ills in classroom and extralassroom 'learning settings. As a professional
the teacher plans, organizes and implements a program of learning situations in
which t e children can, develop new skills or expand upon their existing set of
behavio
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One of the most important but often overlooked behaviors of the teacheris

the ethical and, attitudinal perspective he or she enacts in relating to children and'

their parents. Children do not come to school alone; rather.they bring with them

a set of beliefs they have developed within the home environment. The pro-

fessional teacher responds to the total life context of children and includes the

family in instructional concerns as well as adapting the classroom to the needs of

children from diverse hoine environments.
The complexities of our social setting and the ever increasing demands for

well educated people has effected the roles teachers must perforr in and out of

----the classroom setting. In addition to knowing content and disseminating informa-

tion todays teacher must-be-able to facilitate the learning of the child by organiz

ing an arrangement where he child and the parents can relate.the_substance-of----
school to their liven and to the future world in which they hope to`participate.

Too often the term professional is equivocated"With the term technical. The

technical skills the teacher uses such as diagnosing student needs, planning Class-

room instructional activities, selecting appropriate learning materials and. evalu-

ating pupil progress as vital links to successful educational programs. Yet, the

profesSional person is above all else' an idealist with-a human road map that leads

toward a better existence for people. the truly Professional teacher is a person
o invo ye emselves,

4

in a continuous examination of life through well plannedchildren `and parents
learning segments.

THE TEACHER AS A MODEL

Teachers are among the adult models children continuously have contact

with and thus often look to as a source of ideas and -moral reason. The way in

which educators conduct themselves is important in terms of the model of be-

havior they set for children. Teachers have always 'been significant in their in,

fluence npoh children. In the complex society ortoday the modeling influence is

of special importance' because `thee children of today need positive human 'ex-

amples they can relate and respond to at home, in the school, and throughout the

community.
.

Teachers (and related educational personnel) who 'plan and implement

parent involvement programs are modeling cooperative -behaviors for children.

The teacher-isolate, that teacher who remains aloof from external family-sand

community members is enacting a negative example for children. Such a teacher

is limiting the instructional environment to the classroom and thus delimiting the

learning possibilities for the children and their parents. Today's children need as

many examples of cooperative living as is possible within the cultural setting.

Teachers must incorporate positive social behaviors in they instructional mod_ el

they.present to children in and out of the school setting.
When a teacherignores a child in the classroom he is communicating to the
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child that he is unimportant. The nonverbal behavior of the teacher is often a key
factor in the :type of instruction being provided children. Children' '''grotO parents
need, to he listened to, involved in classroom decisions and ma _e a part a the ,
teaching-learning team. Teachers Prokide children and parents with a ,,model of
how they belieVe the world should work by the way' they either relate and're-
spond" to the total family or fail to involve parents and children in school events.

NEW ROLES FOR TEACHERS

__The. changes-that have takelirilke in our society have effected parents and
teachers and the roles they perform in their personal and professional lives.The
nature of parenting has changed.The nature of teaching has changed. A necessary
part of the teaching act today is the enactment .of new roles' by the educat,Ar - in-
and-out of the classroom. These 'new' roles are the keys teachers mt*: 4 in
making the teaching-learning process meaningful to children, parents and them-
selves. AlthoUgh these roles have been a pari of teaching in the past they have
taken on a new meaning in educa comp exity of

earning in our society.

-HE-EACHERA7ERSO

'Amidst all of the innovative approaches to teaching introduced during the
past twenty_years(including -th-eiffecWe education mbvement), the focus of the
programs and approaches has been on the materials and the 'how to' behaviors:
the teacher can use to ,make it work. Yet it is the person who is the teacher that
makes any, program come alive through his or her relationship with the children.

, The caringteacher combines Competence in methodological procedures with com
passion for the personal needs of the children and their families.

'The personal life of the teacher affects his teaching performance in the clabs-
roOm. A teacher who has personal problems, financial difficulties or related
individual concerns needs the support 01 their peers, ithe children and their
parents. Self actualizing teachers are aware of the. role their personal lives play in
their teaching and attend to developing this facet of life. The productive, sincere
and capable teacher-person is able to !elate to the children as people. Parents
relate. to teachers who are able to see their lives as important. Parent-teacher
partnerships must be based upon the personal aspects of teaching and parenting.

THE TEACHER-COUNSELOR
d,

Children bring themselves, their desires and ieir-questions to school. Chil-
dren seek out people thettesPect-fer-hetri, a friendly, and trusting ear and to have
sorneoneban--admire and yet relate to in the process of living. The teacher
is-hopefully the type of person who children can reach out to for human counsel.
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The authentic teacher is a counselor in dealing with the lives of the children in the

classroom. When a choice has to be _made between the lesson plan and the needs

of the children the teacher-counselor chooses in favor of the 'children.

Parents are often desirous of being in touch with other peOPle who are

humane in their approach to life. Teathers who are positive in their contacts with

parents will be sought out by parents for counsel on matters pertaining_to their

children and themselves as parents. Parente involVement plogrami need teachers

-and parents, who. can counsel each in a trusting and confidential manlier. An

effective teacher-counselor enters into parent-teacher relationships with the atti-

tud A' learning from parents as well as assisting, parents in any way possible.

THE TEACHER-ORGANIZER

As school leaders have attempted to adopt more flexible learning_programs

-- -7-the-classroom teacher has become more-irif an,organizer of learning situations than

a disseminator of information. A key to lifelong learning relates to the, individual's

ability to locate and use information and_ex
teachers organize the learning environment they must utilize Planning Skills,

assessment procedures and human relations skills to formulate the proper environ-

-merit-for-learning-to taie-place.
In order to maximize the value of classroom learning situations teachers need

to involve parents in the organizational process and to organize learning situations

where parents, teachers-and children work together on projects of mutual value to

all concerned. As classroom environments are planned by teachers the needs "an&

situations of the families of the community should te a part of the organization31'

concerns used to develop curricular activities for children and parents.

THE TEACHER-FACILITATOR

A major concern, of teachers today is the frustration they experience in at-_

tempting to relate to children and their families on a personal basis. Many

teachers want to' nurture, support, respond and foster more humane climates 'in

which young children learn. These''same teachem desire personal relationships

with parents and citizens of the community. The skills of reaching and teachirIg.

children are of tvIcessity very intimate human skills that reguite_the-t-eac--ker-tote

_ a human-beint-of tiie hi hes uality .

Teackercriellitate the development of-the child by involving parents (regard-

less of their situation or background) in the Jearning process and by supporting

parents as parthtfrs in the child care process. Teacher-facilitators are aware of-the

significant role parents play in the educational process and are cognizant of the
problems parents face in attempting to meet the needs of their children. To facili-

is-to assist, make possible or to foster the conditions vital to the growth of
human beings. Teachers, above all else, must be facilitators making possible the
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emergence of a new generation that can make life meaningful. Society, in turn,
must be supPortive of teachers in their endeavor to be quality edUcators who
make learning relevant to children, parents and citizens of the community.

THE TEACHER-TEAM MEMBER

The process of education is no longer conducted only within the confines
of the self-contained, single teacher' directed format. This is not saying that self-
contained classroonis. area unproductive places for teaching and learning. It is to
say that current, teaching-learning practices are beginning to focus on teaming.
The teacher team member is cognizant of the shared nature of learning and skilled-
in worIcing with team members in a cooperativec-suPportive way.

-Thefeadliefii team member realizes that the teaching-learning team is com-
prised of children, parents, teachers and citizens of variedThackgrciunds frOm t
community: The effecti'Ve te a er; organizing, coordinat-

g an :(:)rellestrating the people within the home-school-cbmtiinify environment
to bring abOut a Continuous teacher-learningi cycle where everyone is Partof_the
action. Whether teachers_are-funetioning-irrselfedificssrooms, non-graded
programs, 'or-open space designs fhey must be team MeMbers and team leaders.

_Parent involvement Programs flourish when the concept_ of_ teaming is_predorni
,0 nant in the activities conducted by parents, children, .. 'teachers and citizens of the

community.
Teaching in the society today is exciting,-challenging, demanding and can be

rewarding-if educators reCognize that they are oneresource for children to utilize
their-growth process, Parents, ,children, citizens and the complexities of the

human . environment are .sources upon which.the 'teaming teacher' builds -a rele-
.,,ant: school curriculum. Teaching today requires ,,that educator's be more than

" information disSeminators; they ,must be persons, Profes§iOnals, ,organizers,
facilitators_and team, members:'

TEACHING AND PARENTING
,

Teaching and parenting are the most important tasks performed by people
in any society. Parents and -teachers establish the ',diameters in whip_h infants,
children and young adults develop physically, socially. emotionally and intel-
lectually. The fabric of future-societies is in the hands of teachers and parents.
Parents initiate the learning and development of infants by providing a nurturant,
safe and _pleasant home environment. Teachers and child care workers continue
nurturing the young child by involving the child in meaningful growth acOvities
and by helping the child relate to a world beyond the home. Teachers and parents
working together as a team set `the,stage for the child to emerge as a productive
person who can relate to self and ,others in humane ways.
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A COMMON GOAL

Parents and teachers have a common gogl of guiding children in the direction,

of becoming humane persons who value themselves and other individuals and who \

are capable of participating in thehuman endeavor to create a better life for all N,

citizens of the world. As teachers and parents formulate their home and School \\
partnership they should make sure that what they attempt to do coincides with . \
their goal of helPing children become positiye and secure people.

A COMMON PARTNERSHIP

Teachers and parents have many things in common:- (1) they. are the real

social lea
multi-faceted individuals,

- (3) they confront the challenges of helping children become mature and re-

sponSible persons, (4) they search for answers related to the process of human

development, and (5) they are usually_growing_hd-responsh/e-people-who-need
support to perform the tasks of nurturing the young of the society. Parents and

teachers, as they form-the-home-school-partnetAipTfiad to be supportive of each

other; grasping the significance of the rbles they perform and developing an

understanding of die special situations each confronts in attempting to teach and

parent young children. In this way an authentic teacher-parent partnership will

emerge and benefit everyone in the community.

A COMMON,EFFORT

The teacher-parent relationship involves a co 'ion effort to proyi,de children

with the highest quality environment in which they can develop their selvei in the

most positive way possible. Thi:, common effort involves parents and teachers in

many mutually beneficial activities: Parents and teachers perform skills such as

assisting the child inunderstanding the world around hiM, providhig foi- the child

in terms of basic survival needs such as food, love and security, and facilitating the

child so he can begin to develop self sufficient behaviors so vital to funationing

in group situations.
In order to establish a common effort and a meaningful relationship,

teachers and parents need to be in such with each other. Teachers must be

reaching parents in terms of the child as he is -behaving in school. LikeWise,

parents must .be responsive to teacher needs and ininvolved in the school. The co-
_munications.between teachers and parents must be of a positive and facilitative

nature if the common effort- they-are about is to take place in a productive

fashion.

COMMON PROCESS

The process of life, if examined-by peoplewithin rational settings, can be a

growing, self actualizing and socially meaningful experience. Parents and teachers

tee ------
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are key people in the designing and implementing of the life settings which
children exist. Teachers and parents set examples - through their own behavior
on how to live. Children model these behaviors and, thus, establish a mode'of re-

,
lating to other people.

The nature of teaching and parenting has changed. The challenges confront
ing teachers and parents are related to the kind of environMent.our children learn
from and become a part of through participation- in life. Thu, teachers and_
parents need to establish a team-relationship with their primary purpose being the
enhancement of life for their childizen arinselves.

Discussion Questions

1. What are some of the, ways in which teaching, has changed during the past
thirty years? How have these changes effected the way ,,parents and teachers
work together?

2. In recent years there has been a great deal of discussion aboUt the competent--
teacher' and the 'competent parent'. List (and then discuss as a group) the
things-you believe make up a competent parent-and-teachet-

John C. Berclay Parent involvement in the Schools: Washington, D. C.: National
Education Association, 1977.

Alexander Frazier, Adventuring, Mastering, Associating: N a tegies for ti

Teaching Children.Washingtori,DT-C.: Association for SuipervIsion ;and
prnent, 1976.

'Perna Hildebrand, "Devqloping Children Need Developing Adults," Dimensions,
June, 1977,99-104.

Philo T. Pritzkau, On Education fo he Authentic. Scranton, Penn.: International
Textbook Co., 1970.

,

Keiin Have_The-Humaif Resinarces for A Better World," Education,
Spring; 1975,223-224.
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There ire, a myriad of reasons why parents and teachers need to work_ to-

sr in provkiin.g voting lea: nets with the best of possible educational programs.

rich in parent teacher interaction and involvement can Often-overcome

various problems they face by attempting to meet_ the needs-otan ever changing

society. Public concerns over educational countability can be ratio ally handled

Olen igliFonts are actively, involved in the educational process; supportand stabil-

ity I lOt e family Can be strengthened when the school recognizei the parent as
the child's first and most important teacher. Since -the sch6O1 and the *mks
sham concern for the welfare of children, it is only logical that they work to
develop a cooperative, coordinated relationship. Creating this mutually'supportive
relationship is the purposp of a parent involvement program. The following are

some of the more important goals and objectives that every parent-teacher in-

volvement ,program should strive to achieve. Indeed, teachers in working with

parent-teacher organizations may want to utilize this chapter of the book as the

basis for formulating their own parent-teacher involvement prograM goals, and

objectives.

IMPROVED LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS_FOR-CHILDREN

A--.-maja goal of parent-teacher-involvement programs must be to provide

children with improved environments and conditions for learning., By woiking

cooperatively to achieve the *following objectives, parents And teachers can take

steps toward accomplishing this goal.

1..Parents and teachers will work together to find appropriate methods of
relating to the children in -home and school settings:; Study grow s ancLtraining.,
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sessions which focus on positive guidance techniques for children should be de-
signed and institute& for joint teacher-parent participation. Emphasis of the
sessions should be upotithe importance of adult behaviors in affecting self-control
and self-discipline in childre'n.as opposed to the traditional, pUnitive concept of

2. Parents and teachers will work together in providing children with a
physically safe- and educationally relevant educational prograM. For example,
parent-teacher groups may conduct annual review sessions related to the physical
setting of the school., - t

3. Parents and teachers will work `together to develop home, neighbOrhood,
school, and community, settings conducive to the healthy social and emotional
development of the child. Parent-teacher groups may prOvide the impetus for
designing productive youth programs in the community.

IMPROVED COMMUNICATIONS AMONG
PARENTS, TEACHERS, CHILDREN

A vital-goal for any parent-teacher involvement program ,is .to improve the
quality of human interaction among the members' of the learning team: The
implementatioh of the following objectives can be an initial step toward the
accomplishment .,,of this goal:

1. Parents' and teachers will plan and implement on-going opportunities for
parent-teacher discussions of issues and concerns related to the education of their
children. For example, parents and teachers will -attempt to

a. Make the most of numerous informal contacts.
b. Maintain continuous communication with each other.
c: Keep the flow of information moving in hoth directions.

2 Parents and teaChers..will conduct numerous conferences each school year
related to the progress and developMent of the children In the school.

3:Parents-and teacheis will provide a learning setting in the hOme and school
where children can communicate with them on their concerns. (At appropriate
stages of developmeritthe children willhe involved conferences.)

,

IMPROVED PARENT AND TEACHER SELF. CONCEPT

When parents and, teachers view theniselyesinvort-antinfli-Feliaes the'y re-.
late to children in mOre_coristructiveinodes. Thus parents and teachers should

___---make-every to relate. to each other in ways that enhance-their. lives. Without
doubt, the most difficult step to be taken by_the teacher is that of internaliiing,
then demonstrating, sincere willingness to acknowledge and becoine empatheti-
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callY ....10Sitive to 'e relationship between the child and his parents. Then, from
suc1Tan awareness, to look for ways to improve` and strengthen that relationship.
By implementing the following objectives parents' and teachers can begin to con-

struct a-climate for mutual self-enhancement.

1:Parents and teachers Will work toward developing communication styles
bwhicn they relate positively to each other and thus model appropriate inter-

action skills for their children.
a. Teachers need ::opportunities tor introspection and reflection with

respeCt to their 'personal and professional attitudes about working
cooperatively with parents. They need experience, through which to
develop appropriate communication and teaming skills.

b Parehts should have opportunities to be-guided toward understanding
ways they can support the professionally trained teacher. They also
need experiences in developing their'communication and teaming, skills.

2. Parents and teachers will develoP activities whiCh provide opportunities
for them to recognize each other as important people who perform very signifi -

cant functions hi the learning process. Opportunities should be Provided for
parents and teachers to discuss and design (what for them and their particular
situation) may be a working model of involvement.

3. Parents and teachers will develop an understanding of tke roles and
functions of the ,processes of parenting and teaching. The effective teacher or
efficient parent recognizes the need to understand .(and modify behaviors a§
societal changes occur) the current trends in these two vital roles:

IMPROVED PARENT, TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

In order for parents and teachers to continuously perform in effective

ways with children they need to be involved sit on-going,educational programs.
The following objectives provide one perspective-by which this goal can be
accomplished.

1. Parents' and teachers will work 'toward providing support to the concept

of on-going edlicational in-service programs. .Attention_shouklbe-gifer-i.16- joint
. programs and experiences. The parent-teacher organization might sponsor in-

fie, ice ip--(51;fams ;Or teachers and parents as a part of their annual prograni.

2. Parents and teachers will develop, in cooperation with School administra-
tors, a °parent education program in -which parents can acquire information on
issues and prOblems related to the parenting process. Parent education for.effec-

tive, parenting and teaching is built upon the recognition of the parent as an active
participant,' with the program evolving from the jointly determined needs of both

parents and teachers.

A
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3. Parents and teachers, in cooperation with the schdql administration, will
promote and develop quality in-service and staff itnprovement programs. Effec-
tive and successful administrators, recognize that stability and trust in the school
is built when the administrator. st:rves actively as a true:instructional leader. In
this leadership role he encourages openness, discussion, opportunities for clarifi-
cation of issues, and he makes decisions which take into account the concerns of
the parents, children, and.professional staff of the school district.

IMPROVED COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND INVOLVEMENT PROGRAMS

Community support of the eduCative process is essential to the development
'and maintenance of quality educational programs. Parent-teacher involvement
groups should work toward keeping the Community informed on what is hap,
,pening in School and aware of the significance of-quality education programs.
The following objectives provide a useful format for accomplishing this goal.

1. Parents and teachers will develop means by which they can keep the
community informed of 'the kind of education programs that the public sup-
ported schools are providing for:young children. Joint efforts in developing infor-
mation systemi, new'sletters, and television are imperative to effeetive school
community relations.

Parents and teachers will develop. a variety of projects (educational, and
social) which involve the,schoel and-community in partnership efforts to enhance-
the life of the children and young people in the community. Jointly sponsored
recreational and student-work programs are just two exainples-of possible-SChool-
community cooperation._

3.:Parents -atid-and will visit and workWithvarious community agencies
and service groups on joint projects_ ivhich promote quality educatiOnal-proVains
for children and young adialts. Attention-shoulti-tregiiia to services available to
children and special needs from various community agencies The

----d-eiielopment of comprehensive child care is one 'possible project (Or the entire ,
community.

IMPROVED PARENT-TEACHER ORGANIZATIONAL PROGRAMS

Parent-teacher organizational 'Pogroms provide the binding force of the
instructional process, Too often parent-teacher OrganizatiOns become social
events or even worse 'dissolve into :confrontation areas..-Paienti and, teachers

',shouleivork toward the development .of a strong, constructive, and ,on- going:
organizatjoilfll strueture in iyinah they eon pegOMplisti the development Of effec-
tive educational programs, The following objectives provide a framework for
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accomplishing this important goal.

1. Parents and teachers will work together in forming an organizational
structure by which a useful and on-going parent-teacher groupoan function.
Successful and effective programs arestructured around openness, sincerity
and,supportrve attitudes as opposed to control, power, and ownership.

. Parents and teachers will cooperate in developing mutual and consistent
°times throughout the school year for holding parent-teacher organizational meet-

ings. Attention will be given to family-life schedules.
3. Parents and teachers will,yvork toward making the parent-teacher organiza-,

tion area for discusSion and problem solving by-all members of school-corn-
,

Munity Setting.

IMPROVED TEACHER:ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONS

As the education profession has entered the era of negotiations many school-
community settings have been overwhelmed by legalities, have experienced ,con-
frontations among stiff and administration, and generally, have, been negatively

effected in terms of personal relationships. Parent and teacher groups must ad-
Aress themselves 'to developing means to improve the human interaction and
human relatiOns of all the school staff. The following are some specific Objec-

.. . . .

tives parents and teachers can use as guide posts in working toward aCcomplish-

ing thissoal.

1 Parents and teachers will work together in sponsoring and implementing
school staff, administrative communication and problem solving sessions:

2. Parents and teachers will work °toward developing constructive settings
in which the school administration can carrj, out its functions in positive ways,. -
Emphasis upon clarity and openness on the part of all members of the learning
team can greatly enhance possibilities for support by the parents.

3. Parents and teachers will work cooperatively with the school administra-
tive team in developing the best of possible instructional programs for students
in the district. Chances of success, with respect to curriolar changes are greatly
enhanced when parents understand and, support the chango.

IMPROVED CURRICULAR AND EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Parent - teacher involvement groups can perform a valuable function in.sup-
porting the school system in constantly revising, up-dating, And expanding their

curricular and extra-curricular activities. Consider the following objectives as some

specific ways of attempting to accomplish this objective.
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1. Parents and.te chers Will work together in providing support for expanded
curriculum offerings in school program.

2. Parents and teach will form curriculum study committees to provide
constructive suggestions for -going curriculum improvement in the school's
program.

3. Parents and teachers will sponsor special fund, raising events in order to
provide financial support to the district in acquiring materials and resources
needed for implementing a quality instructional program.

IMPROVED SOCIAL CLIMATE AMONG PARENTS AND TEACHERS'

Social interaction among parents and teachers provides an opportunity for
developing mutual understanding and social growth so necessary for fostering a
positive parent-teacher organization. The following are examples of objectives
which are useful for identifying the tasks needed for accomplishing this. goal.

1. Parents and teachers will organize various social projects which bring
them together in productive social interchange throughout the year

2. Parents and teachers will assist each other in carrying out special events
such as American Education Week, Teacher Appreciation Day, and Parent Thank.
You Lunches; making the most of opportunities to recognize' the importance of
eaclj other's Strengths.

Parents and teachers will work toward developing some community wide
,

social events where the entire community can participate in both formal and
informal educational programs. Attention to Senior Citizen groups, open forum
sessions focusing on topics of-interest to the citizens of the local community can
bring schools, and communities closer together.

IMPROVING ADULT AND. CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

As our society has beconie more complek it is vital that effective, on-going
adult education programs exist in the form of public educational offerings.
Parents and teachers should, consider the following objectives as modes of imple-
menting adult and continuing. education programs in their school districts.

1. Parents and teachters will work together in sponsoring adult enrichment
and basic education classes. The school's resources are ,valuable to adult family
members as well as to the young child.

2. Parents and teachers will cobperate with area ,community colleges in
providing adults of all ages ankbackgrounds with educational and retraining
possibilities.
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3. Parents and teachers willwork together to provide special parent educa-
tion programs geared toward basic child development skills and knowledges, as a
part of'this adult education progfam. When the school and families support and
-respect each other, trust evolves which allows parents to be receptive of the
"sincere educator's attempts to be of assistance.

IMPROVEMENT INTROVIDING AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EDUCATION SETTING

One of the most important goals of any parent-teacher organization must be
the continued assurance of an equal 'educational oppOrtunity for every child in
the .school distriCt. The following are minimal, initial objectives that should be
implemented inah effort to accomplish this goal.

1. Parents and teachers, in coOperation with the school administration, will
draft a bill of edicational rights for all people in the community. Simply drawing
attention to the educational needs of a community and establishing some com-
rhUnity-Wide goals to be accomplished can do, much to, raise the educational sights
of everyone.

2 Parefits and teaFhers will include in their organizational setting the mech-
anism for promoting (as far as possible) equal instructional settings in each_Schooh
in the district. Attention will be-focused on teacheta.ssignmentdeielopment and
availability of materials;_and uSe_and-eareof equipment.'

_3. Parents -andfeachers will make every effort to involve !members from
every facet of the coMmunity, in their_ programs and. organizational structure.
(Citizen Advisors Board._ and-PTO's Should be in operation in each school in the
district).

'Parents and teachers need to have, basiC goals and specific objectives by
Which they can operate in order to attain quality educational and social programs
in their 'community. A. major weakness in many schools:today is th ack of
pareht-teacher partnerships. Schools are only as effective as the peopl (parents,
Children, teachesseadministrators; and citizens) who operate them. Par t-teacher
organizations can make a tremendous contribution to the school and ommunity
by implementing the goals and objectives put forth in this chapter and by expand-

. ing these ideas through examination of local problems and needs as they relate to
a better future of our children.

Discussion, Questions

1: Parents of district 2_ in Overhead Falls, Missouri have complained to the school
board that no plan exists by which they can be involved in the education of



--
their children. The Board of Education has asked each school in the district to
draw up a set of objectives to resolve this problem. As a member of the staff
what would your position be on An objective list for a parent involvement
program?

2: Having read this chapter of the book what additional objectives should be de-
veloped for parent involvement programs?

Suggested-tteadings

Ira. J. Gordon, Building Effective Home-School Relationships, Boston:. Allyn &
Bacon, Inc., 1976.

Mary B. Lane, Education for Parenting,' Washington, D. C.: National Association
for the Education of Young Children, 1975."

Ann Cale, et. al., "Reaching Out to Parents," Teach er, 974, pp. 120-
121.

O
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A basic assumption of the family-school systems approach to-early child-
, hood education is that people will work together in planning the educational

process, so learners will develop the skills, knowledges and attitudes needed for
productive living. The process of life is developmental and transactional in sub-,
stance and structure. Since the family and the_school-are-institutions-StriCtUred
to meet the developmental-andleinung needs of infants and young children, they
should function in a concerted manner. Thus, the family-school approach to early
childhood education would begin early and be continued Throughout the lives of
the children and the adults.

Another assumption underlYing a family-school systems approach to early
childhood education is that both family and school have a responsibility to
provide a logical, humane and competent of involving children, parents and
teachers in meaningful life eZperiences. An unfortunate happening in our society
today is that many children ,and adults are experiencing life in a chaotic and non-
directed manner. Inherent in a systems- approach is the cooperative.develdpinent
of a learning plan' of action by families and scliobls. Such a plan would include
goals and objectives that are reflective of the needs of parents, teachers and chil-
dren as they emerge in the family-s'Chool relationship.

A \major weakness in our educational system is the lack of famili-school-
commUnity communications on the purposes and learning modes utilized in home
and School environments. This communications gap has occured as a result of the

° current patterns wherein families and schools operate in isolation. A systems ap-
proach to family-school relaiions is premised on the concept that everyone in the
community will be -involved in the planning and implementation of a develop-
mentally-based approach' to maintaining quality life- support "services.

Continuity of life experiences is beneficial to every member of the human
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community. A family-school systems approach is further premised Ivan-the-idea--
that the continuity of development can be provided-for_ most effectively when
people are working to blend-the-erivironments of home and school into reasoned
_and_nnituallyiementary settings. Families and schools require- systematic
planning and organization in their respective settings in waYs that -assure-co-if-

tinuity of developtent.
Parents, teachers; and -children -are-continually in -need of renewal; finding

new - meaning in what they are doing and exploring different ways ofaccomplish-
ing. their goals. A family-school systems approach to early childhood education is
based upon the idea that adults and children can find continuous oppbrtunities
for self renewal when they are in communication with each other.

BASIC COMPONENTS

Any social system functions most effectively when it is organized in a
meaningful` and the peoPle involved utilize it to enhance the human condi-
tion. fiamily-school systems may vary in their structural design arid in the pro-
cedures used to accomplish a functionahome-school-relationship: Essentiarlo the
workability or-aii-Y-fainlly-stliool system- are, however, at least four basic com-
ponents. There must be organizational arrangements which include provisions for
budgeting,:physical space, staffing, and specific plans for action.

Financial support will be necessary to train parents and teachers, acquire
needed -materials, and .to support required staff to coordiriate and manage the
program. Physical space must be available for parents and teachers to use as a
meeting place for conducting individual conferences, group meetings, and other
activities vital to developing an effective home-school relatiOnship. If parents,
children, and teachers' are to relate and respond' to each other in an organized
manner, specially trained staff will be helpful to coordinate ananti provide leader-

'ship to the program. '
A key person in the operations of afamily-school systems approach to early

childhood educatiori is the staff person who is assigned direct responsibility for
overseeing the planning and implementation of the Program, This, person could be

.1
the home school coordinator. This individual would act as the leadership director
in bringing about a workable home>school relationship. The home - school coordi-
nator should be skilled in human relations techniques and in management pro-
cedures, and knowledgeable about the family and the school as social and educa-
tional institutions. This emerging- professional role should -eventually acquire a
distinctive identity.

Realistically, however, it is recognized that not every program will be able to
free a staff member for the exclusive role of home-school coordinator._Therefore,
the present-model-is-designed so that it-Tail-be-implemented by a'school 'which
can staff this role on at least a limited basis. The assigned Coordinator must take
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the lead in assuring-that some Plan of action is developed. parents, teachers, and
childreicsiiOuld be involved in the development of such a plan. A family-school
systems approach to early childhood education is based upon the idea that
planning and continuous improvement are essential to the development of all
human beings and ,their institutions.

Essential to the Success of family-school programs is a clearly delineated plan
of action on how the family and school are to function. Many parent-teacher
organizations have failed to bring about any meaningful home-school partnerships

.

because, 'they_ lacked a systematic mode. operating;---As family-school systems
approaches are developed it is essential to involve as many people as possible in
the planning stage. Further,' participants.shouldjater be involved in ongoing train-
ing and development sessions in which they define, implement, and improve their
plan in a systematic fashion.

An important-part of this planning is to conduct a needs assessment. Forms
are available for assessing the perceived needs f parents in relation'to their con-
tacts,with school personnel. Regardless of the pe_of assessment used; it ik-vital-

--- that honre--Telfolilleaders acquire information on how parents perceive their needs
in relation to the school, the types of goals that parents believe to be the focus of
a family-school program, and the extent to which the assessed heeds are-reflective

,6f a cross-section of the entire community. 0

The first recommendation is for the responsible staff member to gather com-
prehensive data on 'the past performance of the family-school system. For ex-
ample, the staff person should. list each type of involvement procedure that has
been utilized in the Vast. Substantive data should be Collected bn things such as:,

--LThe-a-CfiTig-iinitibtr- of parenrteacher :..onferences conducted in the past
school year.
The number of parent-teacher meetings held and the, tbpics for each
meeting in addition to the number of parents and teachersattending.
The frequency of newsletter distribution.

The second step in completing the needs.eeds assessment is to involve parents and
community agencies, in a talk session. This session° would have three main pur-
poses: (1) To identify the felt needs of the parents and others involved, (2) To
establish objectives that parents, teachers, and agencies plan to accomplish during
the year, and (3) To identify the cominunication strategies which would be-most
effective in accomplishing the stated objectives._

The data collected (in the needs assessment process) should be as compreA
hensive as possible so that strategies, for impltmentation will focus on existing
needs. In -addition,' evaluation. slrategies will be effective only when the existing

4 I program is clearly defined at the outset.
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FORMULATION OF OBJECTIVES

The data gathered during the needs assesSment prOcess should be used as -the
basis for develoPing a set of usable family-school program objectives. It is most
important to involve parents and leachers (and others who will have a role in the
implementation stage) in developing these objectives. There are four essential
steps in the systematic develoPment of program objectives.

A first step is to orianize the identified needs into clusters from which
specific objectives can be formulated. For example, there-may be a category of

needs related to "family assistance such as medical aid; social services, and child

care needs. Another category of needs may relate to home7school communica-,

tions and could be grouped 'under the family-school relations heading; By cate-

gorizing needs which were identified during the needs assessment process, more,

functioal_ptogram_objectives.-can-be-developed.
A second step in the proceis is to prioritize needs fronfhighly important to

less important. This step will require involvement of parents, and educators in
determining the most urgent needs. A useful way of accomplishing this task
would be to, make a list of the identified needs and to use the list as the basis for
discussion. Emerging from such discussion sessions could be a priority list such as

the following:

FAMILY-SCHOOL SYSTEM NEEDS
I. High Priority

A. Establishment of better home=school communications,'
B. Involvement Of community agencies schoql-programs.
C. Development of a child care center.
D. Formation of an after school, program.

II. Low Priority
A. Formation, of a summer school program,
B. Organization of a Social calendar of exents.
C. Establishment of a volunteer program.
D. Acquisition of a bus\ for parent transportation.

After needs are prioritized, the develOpment of program objectives becomes a
-process of specifying ways to meet the needs as iderilified (see Chart A).

A third step in the process of develOPing objectivesis to establish a list of
objectives of immediate concern. This\listing can be based upon the needs identi-
fled as priority concerns of the family- school team. Thus if the need for better
home -School communication was a -high. ,priority item, an objective might be to
establish regular times for parerit-teacher Conferences.ltems identified as impor-

tant but not urgent could be 'incorporated, into a set of objectiVei, to be used in
making long range pians. For- example, 'Many parents and leachers, may see the
need -for having a,suminer school progran\. Such a need could becOrne the basis



for organizing a plan to eventually have such a program.
A fourth step invOlves the family-school team in printing and disseminating

the agreed upon program objectives. This process can be accomplished by, de-
veloping a guidebook which explains the focus of the program for the school year
This step could alio_ be accomplished by incorporatihg the objectives into the,
school manual or through publication in the local newspaper or a newsletter. The
finalized list of program objectives will become the basis for selecting and imple-
menting appropriate strategies to accomplish the objectives.

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES.FOR FAMILY-SCHOOL COMMUNICATIONS

ComniiiiiiatiOn fi the key to
,
,the maintenance and functioning of any

_

human system. As , home-school coordinators (or their alternatives), parents,
teachers, 'and other communitY persons,- become involved in forming a systematic
family-school Working -relationship, they should select appropriate strategies to
carry out their functions. An important part of.selecting useful strategies invplves
the matching .of- program objedtives to family-school-cemmtihity needs, then
apprppriite techniques must be c osen to accomplish the objectives.

There are many differ strategies and techniques which parents and
teachers can Choose to use in their working relationships. Each strategy has a
purpose and can usually be _elated to meeting specific needs and objectives of
the family-school situation. A systematic match between needs and Selected.
strategies is essential for developing an effective hcme-school program. The fol-
lowing list of needs and appropriate communication strategies exemplifies tech-
niques as they are related to meeting individual family and/or school needs.,
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CHART A

FAMILY-SCHOOL STATED OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED COMMUNICATION

problem solving
sharing information
confidential situation

personal support
common concerns

problein solving

Individual Parent-Teacher
Conference

Group Conferences

relating to family
Modeling for' hildren
personal contacts
parent education

Home Visits

relating to school
learning together
modeling for children
parent education

School Visits .

,information
.

involvement
assistance
announcements

Newsletters

assessing needs
determining interests
setting a direction

inform. ation
communication
awareness

Inventories and
Questionnaires

Telephoning

parent education
citizen involvement
awareness

group information
parent education
citizen awareness

TeleVision

Radio, Newspaper,
and Slide Presentation

pupil progress
school progress
home progress

Anecdotal records:Test
data, Program charts,
and Work samples
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The appropriate match of communication strategies to objectives in
meriting a systematic family-school relationship is essential. For example, if one
of the program objectives is to bring about community -awareness of early child-
hood educati8n programs an appropriate tool might be television. If the objective
is to foster closer working relations among parents and teachers, however, the use
of home visits and conferences would be more effective strategies. Each family-
school program will be singular since current practices and perceived needs differ
based` on variables unique to specific programs:.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SEI:ECFED STRATEGIES

In implementing. a family-school systems approach to early childhood educa-
tion it is impOrtant to remember that this-Will be (inmost cases) a new experience
for the parents, children, teachers, and administrative team. It is, of extreme
portande -that this new experience-be a constructive one so that the program can
be developed and expanded with each succeeding year .As communicationstraate-
gies are- selected and program activities organized; these must relate to the needs
and objectives identified and developed by the parents and community agencies
during the planning sessions. It is also extremely iniportant to schedule activities
and programs at times and in places convenient for parents and teachers. Ques-

.tions such as the following should be asked by those involved in implementing
family-school projects.

1. Is the program well organized and reflective of the needs parents and
teachers ideritified as high priority colleen's?

2. Have the mechanical aspects of the program been Jattended to by in-
dividuals given Specific assignments? (It is very discouraging to attend a
program where equipment does not function!)

3. Has the program been well advertised? Many people fail to attend pro-
grams simply because they are unaware of them.

4. If people are to-be involved in some aspect of the program 'have they
been notified and reminded of their assignments?
Has a method of implementing the program or activity been estab-
.1ished?. Is there an agenda or schedule to follow (if appropriate) in con

acting the program? Systematically planned activities are more likely
toucceed than poorly organized programs.-

6. J-laVe the goals that were set been realistic ones? Small increments in
expetations are more likely to be met than large ones.- -

Communication issa key element in preventing and eradicating problems.
Tile development ` f a check list format for assuring that program details have
been attended to is one-way of insuring success, Setting a positive climate fol.
hutnan interaction an Positive family-School contacts is yet another way of in-

.



creasing the success level of such projects.
As is the case with any system in which human beings work together, prOb-

lems do arise and should be dealt with in h logical manner. "The following are
,problems common to the introduction and implementation of home-school
programs that involVe people in facilitating the development and learning of
families and schools: .

<
4 In some cases°,parent and teacher attitudes are note conducive to close

working relationships. This may be caused by a lack of training or, may
result from previous times of isolation from each other.
Due to the varying work schedules of parents and the very,demanding
job of teaching it is common for the scheduling., of conferences and
home visits to become a problem. Thorough planning in advance (in
which the needs of parents and teachers are taken into .cdrisideration)
can help ,to alleviate this,problem.
When people work together on a continuous basis, communication gaps
And interpersonal dispufes are a normal part of the process. Training
sessions on how to effectively communicate with people can help to
minimize this problem.
As new modes of family-school operations are introduced, problems of
coordination, record keeping; and dystems- management are likely. It
takes time to work out an effective system. The more thorough the pre-
planning and the more cogent the definitions, the fewer the problems
when the program is implemented.

Effective implementation of a family-schoor'systems prOgram is dependent .. .

upon the behaviors and skills of the program team. Staff members invOlved in
planning and implementing this type of program Should be skilled in human rela-
tions techniqbes and proficient in management and administration of programs.
Programs which are effectively .planned and implemented will become the basis
for successful continuation of 'family-school-interaction in future years,

PROPER EVALUATION

A family-school systems 'approach to early childhood education:shoUld in-
slude an assessment and improvement component. One of the most difficult tasks .

confronting parents and_teachers-whtibi-cOthe involved in any family-sejloapfo-
gram is to-assure- that-the, program be continually evaluated and itfiproVed. How-
eVer, systematic approaches to making family-school arrangements effective re-
quire that the people involved periodically evaluate the program and (if needed)
redesign it.

Questions for. possible use in this evaluation prOcess are as follows:
To what degree were the objectives of the program' accomplished? If
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certain objectives were not accomplished, why not?
What were the reactions of parents and teachers to the way the program
functioned? Did they find the conferences, group meetings, and .other
events meaningful and relevant to improving the family-school sit-
uation?

7- Did the personnel such as the home-school coordinator function effec-
tively,? Were the financial resources, physical space, and administrative
arrangements satisfactory in terms of achieVing the objectives of the
program?
To what degree did the training and deVelopment sessions succeed in.-
facilitating parents and teachers in accomplishing their tasks? Were
teachers and parents able to acquire an understanding of how the pro-
grant functioned and were they,able to implement needed communica-

,

tions to make the program work?
What were some of the strengths and Weaknesses of the program? What
aspects of the program were highly successful? Where could the-,pro-
gram be improved? How?

There are many techniques to use in conducting the evaluation. Ali end of
the school year meeting in Which parents and teachers assess the program in terms
of original objectives, current accomplishments, and requirements for the next
school year is one method for evaluating family-school programs. Other ap-
proaches include the use of prograln evaluation sheets, parent-teacher interview
sessions, on-going program and activity evaluation statements, informal feedback
and product outcomes resulting from activities implemented during the year

The basic purpose of any evaluation process is to ultimately improve the per-,:.
formance and effectiveness of the system. Those involved in attempting to bring
about. .a workable family-school relationship certainly want some knowledge
about the effectiveness of their Program. Were the objectives accomplished? Were
family-school relationships improved? What specific activities resulted from the
prograni? Were these activities useful in accomplishing program goals? As parent-
teacher teams answer these questions they should be able to develop future Plans
to improve their programs.

An important part of the evaluation process is the internal assessment of
how i personnel functioned in carrying out their_ tasks. Did the home-school
coordinator indeed provide leadership for developing a viable home-school pro-

-% gram? Were classroom teachers responsive to the needs of all families involved in
the program? Did parents partiCipate meaningfully in conferences and other
school programs? Were .citizens active in- their 'support of. the program? The
answers to these, questions can provide all members of the family-school team
witliNideas on how they can improve their-program. The primary function of the
evaluation process is to improve the way families and schools function -- thus
emphasis muit be on hOw we can improve the human climate for the benefit of
children and,aduIts.
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A FAMILY-SCHOOL SYSTEMS APPROACH: UTILIZING THE TOTAL TEAM

The parade of social servants that visits the home (especially homes of fami-
lies with special problems) is almost endless. The waste of energy, time, Materials,
and human resources is continually evidenced in the delivery of various medical,
educational, social and economic services. The practice. of etilizing tenor fifteen
different agencies (operating in \autonomous mOdes)qo meet different develop-
mental needs of children and families must end. The development of every huMan
being is a process in which the biological, social, psychological, and intellectual
facets are interdependent. <

A family--sthool systems approach to early childhood education if it is to be
an effective mode of asSilting-schools and families, should incorporate the use of
related human service groups in a sysi\ematic fashion. The family and the school,-
when working together, provide au in!titutiiii-v.4---an-angement- in which all com-
munity agencies. can ,effectively function. Tl. aystems model should utilize a
multi- services approach through working\with all community agencies in an effort
to provide quality care for children, parents, and teachers. This might be accom-
plished through the formation of family-school support teams in which doctors,
health care agencies, family service groups educators and parents function as a
team. The systematic implementation of family-school approaches to early-child-
hood education can bring about tkind of relationship among homes, schools,
and communities required to make these institutions nieaningfrl Mechanism's for
social improvement.

Discussion Questions -
1. Organize a plan for implementing a parent involvement program. DiScuss some

of 'the, problems you think may hinder effective implementation of the plan.
Offer some suggestions on solving these: problems.

2: What role should parents have in organiiing and implementing a parent involve-
ment program? How wou:i you fadilitate their involvement?

/ Stiggested Readings
v"

Anthony Colleta,- WorAing Together: A Giiide to Parent Involvement. Humanics'
Ptess, Atlanta, 1977.

Ira Gordon and William-Breivogel, Building Effective Home-School Relationships.
' Boston, Allyn and Bacbn, 1976.
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Kenneth Kennision, All Our Children. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Jovano:
vich, 1977.

Daniel Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding:, Community Action in
the War on Poverty. New York: The Free Press, 1969.

Kevin J. Swick and Carol F. Hobson, Working Relationships: Parents and Teach-,
ers. Champaign, Illinois: Stipes Publishing Co., 1979.
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parent -

Teachers and child care workers are aware of the need for involving parents
in the education of young'children. Undergraduate courses that focus on child
growth and development usually devote chapters to the importance of the parent-
infant relationtip. This involvement of the parent with the infant extends into
the childhoocrye4. If you have had the opportunity to observe or better yet
work with schools m'clay care programs you probably have some idea of the im-,
portance of parental involvement in early childhOod education programs.'

--Teachers of many backgrounds have been heard to 'Say: "If only their
parents would be supportive of the school!" Likewise, manY parents feel un-
wanted when it-comes to participation in educational programs: for their children.
In talking with a recently divorced parent about her involvement with the school
this was the response: "I don't go to the funCtions anymore:I went once and felt
left out looked at you know what I mean ?' I got the feeling I. was a bad
parent becadse I was divorced." ,

Involving parents is snore than having an open houSe at the school. It is a
process of-involving ourselves' as educators and child advocates in opening' our
minds and learning settings to all parents.

4

OBJECTIVES

1. To define and discuss the various components that combine to make up the
parent involvement process. '

2: To explain how the parenting process has changed and Wow the changes affect
the parentinvolve ent process.

.3. To identify the major objectives of a pareat involiement program.
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4. To discUss :the Communications process as it relatei to parent involvement and
, identify various modes of involving parents in the educational process.

5. To plan, a .program to involve parents who usually avoid the school or early
learning center. ;

PARENT INVOLVEMENT: WHAT IS. IT?

e term parent involvement means something different to each person, de-
pendi g upon their point of view. To some educators, and child care workers
parental involvement means parents doing things for the school such as Coordi-
nating a bake s:ale or handling lunch room" supervision. Other people perceive
parent inVolvement to mean that parents become involved in programs where they
are educated about certain aspects of child care or about new curriculum ideas
being implemented in the school program. Still other educators see 'real' parent
involvement to exist when parents are decision making partners in terms of what
happens in the learning setting. Each of these parent involvement perspectives has
some merit. Yet each lacks something when considering a comprehensive view of
parent involvement.

The idea of involving parents in the education of their children must be based
on a partnership attitude between parents and teachers. The term parent involve-
ment is misleading in that it implies that parents are not involved and they,are-the
ones to become involved. When the teacher develops a,superior attitude toward
the parent, *a "I want you to . " attitude, the results are tragic:, Likovise, when
parents view teachers in a subservient manner the parent involvement program is

meaningless. Any helpini relationship must be built upon a mutual trust and re-
spect. Thui a parent-teacher partnership must exist before a parent involvement
program can have meaning.

When parents and teachers are together on their thinking they are ready to
do things as a/team. There are at least three facets of a comprehensive parent-
teacher partnership: (1) Parent-Teacher Education, (2) Parent-Teacher Partfci:
pation, and (3) Parent-Teacher Involvement.

The Parent-teacher education facet is the learning part of the partnership.
It means that parents and teachers involve themselves in becoming knowledgeable
about the issues or events they are dealing with

"A, group of parents who are intere ed in setting -

up a child care center are enrolled in a series of-
early childhoOd courses in the school's ult edu-
cation program."

"The staff of the local preschool have 'been n-
cerned about the lack of home-school communica

7
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tions in their program and have developed a weekly
in-service group to explore" ways they can improve
the communications between home and school."

"The parents and teachers of the first grade chil-
dren are concerx-about the disciPline problems
existent in the sChool. They have set up a series of
'listen, and learn' sessions to gain a better under-
standing of the problem."

Notice that in fife above examples parents and teachers are learning; some-
'times in separate groups and in other situations together. The teaching-learning
situation is growth oriented and considered a mutual concern and common pro-
cess for parents and teachers. TO design educational programs for parents without
similar experiences for early childhood educators is note: conducive to develop-
ing an effective home-school relationship. When teachers and parents are learning,
growing, and teaching each other, they will be informed participants who base
their decisions on rational information.

With the proper approach a constructive parent-teacher involvement effort
can, be implemented. The involvement facet of the parent-teacher partnership can
take many different fornis. Again it is important that involvement activities be a
mutual undertaking by parents and teachers. The involvement ,aspect of the
parent-teacher partnership is the doing part of the piocess. Parents can do many,
things to make the school a meaningful place for children and teachers. Teachers,
within their capacities, can help parents with their home environments. And
parents and teaChers can do many things together which are `beneficial to them
and their children.

0

Example: Mr. Turner enjoys making wooden
tables and spends a great, deal of time in his wood
working shop. He is making many different iteMs
for the new kindergarten such as puzzles, blocks,
a wood working corner, work tables, outdoor play'
equipment and wooden counting rods:

Example: Mrs. Fawley teaches fourth graders but
as a part, of her in-service education experience
contract with the Parent-teacher-organization she
tutors first graders who are having problems with
their school work. I

Example: Mrs. James is a single parent and is un-
able to attend the school functions (she works
during the day 'and early evening). However, she is

59 58
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an excellent seamstress and is making many of the
costumes for the school play:

Example: Mi.: Jinseii teaches firstograde and is very"
concerned with the problem of child abuse. As a
part of his in-service contract with the parent-
teacher-organizition he spends four evenings a
month working at the emergency shelter care
center for abused children.

Example: Mrs. Fenwick, Mr. Nolsin and Mrs.
Renzalt (parents and teachers) are active members
of the Johnson County Parent-Teacher Organiza-
tion. They have(spent the last two years putting
together a program for helping parents teach each
other about proper child care practices. They are
now presenting their program to _parent-teacher
groups throughout the county.

These examples of parent and teacher involvement activities provide a view

of the doing aspect of,the home-school relationshiP. Parents andteachers are, in
these examples, helping each other make their lives and thus their children's lives
more meaningful. It is worth noting that parent-teacher involvement (the doing) is
directly built upon the parent-teacher education (the learning) facef of the pro-

gram. Doing without preparatory learning and planning is never purposeful or
fruitful whether with children, parents or teachers.

Parent-teacher participation is the decision making part of the home-school
partnership. Unfortunately, too many educators have avoided the tise of parents

in making decisions with regards to curriculum development, school finances, and
other areas, of the school setting. As teachers and school administrators we have
been eager to involve parents in helping us with clerical tasks. lunchroom super-
vision duty and field trip management but we have been less than enthusiastic in
our, attempts to involve parents in deeision making roles. --

Parents and teachers need to utilize educational opportunities to prepare
themselves for coOperative decision making. Professional educators have (or
should have) the expertise to coordinate and implement educational programs.

Parents have much to contribute to enrich the learning ,setting. Both parents and
teachers need to listen to each other in a responsive manner in making decisions

about all aspects of the schooling process. These decisions must be made by edu-

cated people; individuals who continuously are-searching for constructive ways to

educate young children.
.

Many parents spend time with their children and have excellent ideas on how
1

preschool, kindergarten and primary school programs could be improved. The

effective early childhood educator involVes pare\nts in deciding how the learning
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environment will operate. Whep parents and teachers cooperate in the decision
making process in a meaningful way the resulting program for children is more
reflective of the way we want those children to live as children, young people
and adulti:

-Parent involvement is a parent-teacher effort to deirelop educational, involve-
ment, and participation experiences which are beneficial, to themselves and their
children educationally and socially.

THE PARENTING,PROCESS: IT HAS CHANGED

Parent involvement programs of today and tomorrow must he developed by
parents and teachers who understand the changing nature of the parenting pro
cess. The family of today is more diverse than the family of past...decades The
parenting process today is characterized by the following: °4

An increase in one parent families, whether due to divorce, death, or
other causes.
A decrease in the size of families The family or six or seven children
has been replaced' by the faniily of two or three children. ri

A continuing increase of divorces and a corresponding increase in one
` parent familieg:

An increase in the diversiiY of ways in which children are raised such as
fatheis taking on the child care tasks or grandParents assuming the
major role of child care in the family.
An increaseln the 'number of mothers working, leaving them with fewer
opportunities for involvement with their children.
A disappearance of the extended family, continuing dissolution of 'the
nuclear family_ and the emergence of a myraid of parenting styles
A,:change in the sex role identities of many parents not fully under-
stood by parents or their children.
`An increase in 'parental .failuie to ,perform the nurturance and child
rearing tasks necessary to the positive development of self concepts' in

,PYoung children thus -bringing about increased 'child abuse-neglect
,-,situations. . .

Theparenting process as it has changed, has also effected the ways in which
amilies live. The following are examples_Oframilyli_fe as it in our society

_ \Example: .Mr Gordon was recently divorced and
Was given custody and the responsibility' to, care
for three children He is a teacher at the Hilton
Junior College' and has been active in the com=,
munity for many years. The children (Ann who is. \
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10, Jini who is 8 and Marie Who is 7) have good\school records but have been . affected by the
turmoil existent in the home during the events
leading up to the divorce. They are now adjusting
to the situation and doing adequate work in their
respective classroom situations. 'Mr. `Gordon's
mother, who is seventy4Wo, watches the children
when he must be absent for work. Mr. Gordon con-
tinues to be very interested in school and com-
munity events but no, longer has the time to do the
things he used 10 be able to do. He Makes d' cam-
fortable salary and the Gordon family lives in a
small town area Grandmother Gordon is in good
health and is thinking of moving' in with the
Gordon family to help with the house keeping
chores.

Example: Ms. Williams is among a groWing number
of people who are single and adopting children.
She has taken on the parenting duties for 3 year

sold Margaret. Mae, as her friendi call her, is 'a?,
county health nurse. She lives in a small but com-
fortable apartment and is active in trying to im
prove the health program in the local.schopls..She

. dates different men and has a capable baby sitter.
to watch Margaret when she gone. During the
day while she is at work young Margaret is at-
tended to in the Country View Day Care. Ms.
Williams 'makes enough money to keep hersmall
apartment functioning smoothly. She is'planning
to haVe Margaret's teeth fixed and is also making

/

plans to involve young Margaret in more social
experiences. Mae Williams enjoys being a parent
ang her friends and neighbors marvel at how she
has made such a nice life for Margaret.

Example: David and Lisa Monez live in a small
city. They are both hard working people who en-
joy their two children:. William and Robert. Mr.

Monez works in a -steel _factory and when unem-
ployed last year he worked at a supermarket.
Mrs. Monez works as a waitress in the Holiday Inn:
When her husband was temporarily out of work
she also worked the morning shift, at. the Holiday
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Inn as a cleanup person. William who is ten and
Robert who is nine attend the public-sch ols and
are considered good students. They are a tive
athletics and music and take care of the selves
when their parents are at work. The Monez family
lives in a working blass neighborhood, are active
church members and are 'interested in schoal
activities but are often unable to attend s pool
functions.

As the exaniples indicate the parenting process is carried out in many dif-
feretit ways. and by varying parenting teams. Thus, parent inv lvement programs
need to be deVeloped in such a way that all pareqs, regardless of their situation,
can be a part of the program. As you can see (from the emple-S-1nd possibly
from your own observations) parents today_ may live in varixaous settings, be the
sole parent, live in a two parent working situation,have adopted children ar live-
and work in other situation's. This diversity which exists in .fan'lies needs to be
considered when parent inVolvement programs are planned.

'At

PARENT INVOLVEMENT: GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Why do so many parent involvement ,progiams haVe- difficultyin reaching
the people. we need to help? Why do many parents and teachers became diseh- ..

Chanted with, parent involvement programs? The answer' o,these two questions' is
that -too often such programs are developed without an understandinkof what
they should, accomplish:- Oftentimes parent invalvement programs a e started by
people who have a vested interest in some attainable goal which ma not be re-(
lated to the goals of others or to' the proper,reasons for which parent-teacher
partnership should be developed. \

A first Concern of those who develop parent involvement programs is to
assure that the planning 'committee is composed of people who represent the
total setting of the community. The development al parent and teac her confi-
dence in the program can only take place when they see people of varied
grounds and concerns working together. The attitudes of,people who\rorganize
parent-teacher programs must- be positive and directed toward const ctive in-
volvement of as many teachers and parents as possible..

To dramatize the reasons why so many Parent involvement Programs fail
,

ask yourself how you would feel if placed in the following situations:
, 1,,

Mrs. Wilson has been' called, by the teacher to attend a conference
about her son, Billy. He has been in trouble all year 'and he seems to.__,
do nothing right at school: This is to be the third conference this year
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and at the other two conferences the blame was placed on Billy and his
mother. Would you go to this conference if you were-Mrs. Wilson?

Blue Hill Kindergarten has founopen house programs a year Mr. and
Mrs. Kline went to the first" open house and listened to a speaker they
could not understand and listened to the PTA officers tell how they
had done so much for the school. Would you go back for another open
hbusckprograin?

Mrs. Heltner has supervised the lunchroom for three year's. Each year
the teachers have promised that they would make sure another adult N
there to help her with this job. But each, year Mrs. Heltner ends *up
doing the lunchroom supervision by herself. If you were Mrs. Heltner
would you agree to do it again?

The Fairyview Day Care-is a publicly sponsored program for children
of loW income families. They have sent home notes to the parents who
have not shown up for the parent program% All the programs are held
in the evening. Mrs. Gozalez received a note. She works nights and
doesn't feel she would have anything to contribute-to the program. No
one at the day care center has ever-contacted' her except through notes.
How would you feel if you were Mrs. Gozalez?

In order to avoid situations where parents or tcachers feel unwanted, parent
involvement programs should be designed to accomplish the following goals:

1. Leadership teams who attempt to develop parentinvolvement programs
Should be composed Of. people who are representativeof the entire
school-community population.

2. Parent involvement programs should aim to assist children, parents an
leachers to -improie their self images and abilities to learn and grow

3. Programs designed to enhance the home-school yelationship should aim
to include all parents and teachers in positive experiences with- each
other and their children.

4. Those leaders who design parent involvement programs should attempt
to offer a variety of events and activities at various times so .that every
parent and teacher can find somethingthei like and can attend.

5. Parent \ involv.ement programs should be designed to assist everyone in
helping each other make hoMes, schools and communities places where
children and adults can learn and develop in positive ways.

6. Parent involvement programs should attempt to make Schools places of
equal opportunities for all children.

7. An important part of any parent involvement piogram is,the provision
of educational experiences for parents and educators.

8. Those leaders who4 are given the task of designing parent involvement
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programs should make every attempt to involve parents and teachers
in the decision making process as well as other important goals.

9. A partnership approach to parent-teacher involvement should be a goal
of programleaders.

10. Those who become involved in parent- teacher, programs must be con-
stantly reminded that they model behaviors their children develop and
use.

Programs designed to fir prove home-schoOl :relationships should reflect the
diversity of parent and teacher life styles as well as goals that are descriptive- of
what, e want children to be like as they develop.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT: METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Many early childhood teaChers and .school administrators complain that
parents in their program just do not participate in school related activities. Parents
voice similar complaints that they are never invited, to participate in, the school
programs.All of this verbal concern by parents and teachers needs to be chan-
,neled into constructive involvement situations. As an individual interested in the
lives of young children you certainly realize the need for a continuous and posi-
tive relationship between the home and the school. There are many techniques
for involving parents in early childhood prograMs- but all of these techniques are
dependent upon positive parent-teacher communications.

COMMUNICATIONS IS THE KEY!

What happens between parents and teachers (or does not happen) that so
often causes- parent-teacher relationships to deteriorate or worse dissolve? An
examination of some parent-tedcher contacts will help us to identify some of the
problems..

Telephone Conversation

`Mrs. Edwards: "Mrs: Juniper I really don't under-
stand why you are-having Bobby,
color a lot of cireles. He already
knows his colors."

'-Ms. Juniper: "Mrs. Edwards I use the district
kindergarten guide and that is
what I'm-:supposed to teach. You
should talk with the Director of
Curriculuni. I'm doing tr,.y job."
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Mr: Hall teaches first grade-and has his desk orga-.
nized today for conferences with the parTits.,He
has his desk situated so he is behindt and dhair
in front of it for the parents to sit on during the
conferences. Mrs. Palmer has just arrived. Each
conference is scheduled on a ten minute interval
time pattern.

Mrs. Palmer just sit right here!\
Sorry that you ace late. As you \
know we must keep right on time. \
NOw let me tell you that James is
not doing' well at all He falls \
asleep a great deal and never,com-
i;letes his work on time Now he's
not a bad boy he is just not get-
ting on with it His reading and
math scores are poor. He just
doesn't seem to be -ready for first
grade. Or maybe something is
wrong : at home! (with a glaring
look at Mrs. Palmer) Is there
something at home, Mrs. Palmer?

Mrs. Palmer: Yes, Jimmy's father , and I. just
recently separated.

Oh! I see. Well I suggest you work
more with Jimmy, he needs it
Any questions that you have
Mrs. Palmer?

Mr. Hall:

Mrs. Palmer: No.

These twoparent:teacher communication situations happen more often than
any of us would like to think. Not all teachers behave in such a manner. Yet, no
teacher should ever behave this way. When a parent such as Mrs. Edwards initiates
contact with teachers about some aspect of the curriculum we as educators should
welcome inferest and concern of the parent. When you conduct a cdnference be
more personable than Mr. Hall was with Mrs. Palmer. Never sit behind a desk but
provide an-open space where you allow the parent some accessibility to you
There, are:. four basic communication behaviors that neither Ms. Juniper nor Mr.'
Hall practiced. Those communication behaviors are:_ approachability, sensitivity,
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flexibility, and dependability. Applying these four behaviors to the parent-teacher
communications process is the key to making such interchanges successful for
parents and teachers.i

The .approachaNe person is an individual with whom people- feel comfort
able. Mr. Hall could have been approachable,in his behavior by setting the stage so
Mrs. Palmer could feel she was with a teacher that cared and was genuine in his
concern for her child. For example, Mr. Hall could have done the following:

Mr.,11a11:` Hi, Mrs. Palmer! How are you to-
day? I really appreciate your tak-
ing time to visit < with me today.
Would you like a cup of coffee?

Yes, thank you. -The 'classroom
looks so nice. Ohf. I have
some donuts, too?

,
Mr. Hall: Yes, .please have one and I want to

show you the bulletin board that
Jimmy helped to make. ..

Palmer:Mrs. a The children made this? It is
really nice!

\ Now Mr, Hall has set the stage by allowing Mrs. Palmer to relax, interact and ob-
\ serve the surroundings in +ich the conference will take place. By having some

refreshments available and some work the children have developed on display
Mr. Hall exhibits a genuineai?d positive concern for Jimmy -- which should be the
focus of the conference. - - .

Sensitivity- is necessary) for making parent-teacher relationships meaningful.
The sensitive 'person communicates a desire to understand the other person in
positive ways in both their serbal and non-verbal behavibrs. Mr. Hall, instead of
talking ,at Mrs. Palmer About \her home life, could have shown. more of a positive
concern for her life by approi aching the situation, in a way such as the following:

1

Mr. Hall: Mrs. Palmer I want to- tell you
how delighted I am to have
Jimmy in the classroom. He gets
along well with the other chil-
dren and is a very well behaved

I child. ..

That is so good to know as I have
been about. Jimmy. He

Mrs. Palmer:
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hasn't been sleeping well at night.
How is he doing in his school
work?

Well there is nothing to be alarm-
ed about but he, is having some
difficulty in reading and'math but
has done very well in social
studies. I must say ?I have been
concerned that Jimmy seems Very
withdravin lately and doesn't seem,
to care about school as qie did
earlier in the year Is it something
I might have do.4? Sometimes I
get every busy Mrs. Palmer and
may have done some little thing
to hurt Jim.

No, I don't think it is you at, all
Mr. Hall. In fact Jimmy really
likes you I should tell you that
Mr. Palmer and I 'recently .sep-
arated and it has been difficult
time for Jimmy.

This approach to the conference by Mr. Hall indicates he is concerned about
Jimmy and the fakily in a constructive fashion. "Ile fact that Mr:-Hall points out
positive aspects of Jitnn*'s behavior and is willing to entertain ate posiibility that

he (Mr. Hall) may be a source of the problem indicates to-Mrs. Palmer that she is
dealing witha sensitive person. The emergent pOrtrayal of the family situation is

trulyfreely given by Mrs. Palmer because Mr.--Hall,has shown that he truly would like

o see Jimmy dding better in.hiS school work.
Flexibility iss like 'a security valve, in the communications process. Parents

and teachers, like all human beings, want to have options so they can find room

to grow, change direct -their motivations toward constructive outcomes.
Parents and-teachers need to, develop flexible attitudes and behaviors as they com-
municate with each Other. Teachers, as skilled child care workers, will have to
take the lead in developing this component of the- parent - teacher communications

process. For example, when Mrs. Edwards called MI. Juniper about the reason
why she was teaching Bob the color scheme she (Ms. Juniper) could have respond-

ed as follows:

Ms. Juniper: Mrs. Edwards I'm sorry to hear
you're upset. I went' through the
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g`t
colors at the beginning of the year
and none of the children knew
them. But .I must, admit the chit=

.

dren were still getting used to
school and maybe many of them
did know their colors. rm glad
you called! Why don't you stop
by some afternoon or I'll be

:,happy to visit you as I really 'do
want to make sure. I am doing my
best for Bob and the rest of the
children.

Edwards: Why thank you, I. 'certainly will
visit and I didn't mean to sound -

so upset. I was just, welly little
concerned about Bob.

The response by Ms. Juniper to Mrs. Edwards-inquiry indicated a desire on
Ms. Juniper's part to look at the situation, consider altei-natives and find a mean-
ingful solution to the problem. She was open to-looking at the situation and thus
Mrs. Edwards was too.

Dependability, is the bridge between parents and teachers as they develop
long term, trusting relationships. Teachers-Who develop air image in the com-
munity that they can be counted on usually haveproductive relationships with
parents. Mr. _Welton who has taught for eight years in Ridgeville Community
Schools is such a teacher. Recently one of the-children's fathers-called Mr.:Welton
and expressed concern that his son in the seventh grade was behaving funny, like
he was on a sedative or something. Wo'41d Mr. Welton keepati eye on his son?

Mr. Welton: Sure Mr. Ralston. It may be that
your son is just going through one
of the valleys of pre-adolescence
but keep an eye on the.situa-
tiOn. I'll get back in touch with
yoU!

Mr,. Welton followed through on his promise and a week or so liter-called
Mr. Ralston to tell him there -was no problem. "Ed seems to be fine and I believe
he'll snap into things again beforehMg."

Mr. Weltcid has done this type of thing for parents and children over the
years. He has been activein starting youth programs, served as a member of the
child abuse council and' also hais been actives in- helping delinquent children With-

..

`If



their problems: He has been a steady, approachable and dependable person and
the parents,trust his word.

In all aspects of parent involvement communication is the key to bringing
about a positive home-school relationship. As you examine the, various methods
for involving parents in the educational prOcess keep in mind that- communica-
tions is the key to making.them work., Sensitive, flexible, aiiproachable and de-,
pendable teachers can utilize any of the parent involvement techniques because
they are . open to parents, desire their involvement and want, to work with the
parents to improve the home-school settings.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT TECHNIQUES.

There are many techniques you can use to develop parental involvement in
your school. The different techniques can be used to meet various needs of .

parents, children and teachers. Before deciding which` echnique to use you should
develop an understanding of the children in .your classroom and an awareness of
their family situation. Mank parents are at work or for other legitimate reasons
are unable to attend parent involvement sessions. As you design various activities
and functions Consider the following examples. of parent involvement techniques
as means to achieve a full, and meaningful parent-teacher partnership. 1

TECHNIQUE ONE:°Mrs. Joseph is attempting to get more fathers
involved in school and -home activities with their children. This

year she is having thekindergarten children plan a picnic lunch for

. their fathers. 18 of the 25 fathers have agreed to come to the
lunch hour picnic. Three of the children have no father in the
home and are bringing a brother or uncle to- the picnic. Mrs.
Joseph is also planning' a father-Child talent show. These informal
and flexibly scheduled events can be used in other ways too.
Family share days have proven 'successful for Mrs. Joseph. Each
child brings something from home to share with the other Chil-

dren.
f,1

TECHNIQUE-TWO:--Miss-Glehalt is, director, of a Child Develop-
ment Center which 'provides a quality program for 3,.4, and S
year old-children. Each .year,she has the teachers schedule at least
fiVe. conferences with 4- each-, parent. At these conferences the
teacher and the-parent disCuss the progress of the child in terms of
learning and in. terms of health and social development. Confer-
ences, are scheduled .around the_parents_Tvork 'and home schedule.

, When \ a teacher needs° to conference a rotating teacher or Miss
Glehalt take over ,the' classroom. For thOse. Parents who find it
impossible to come to the Child bevelopment-Center phone
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conferences or; where appropriate, home visits are used to main-
tai ii home-school communications.

TECHNIQUE THREE: Mr. Windet is principal of the Fort Beet
arly Learning Center. The center is a public school for kinder-

iarten-primaiy grade children and their families. Mr. Windet his
formed a parent-teacher-citizen advisory council. Members of the
committee were selected by Mr. Windet to represent a cross
section of the community. He eventually would like to make the
advisory council eleCtive positions. The meetings are held, on a
rotating.basis, in the homes of the committee members (including
Mr. Windet's home). Once a year this. committee hOlds.an ope
hearing at the school' so all interested persons can participate i
the decisions that are made with regards to. the education of th ir
children. The committee me bers also appoint a member,
represent them at the, district ide school board _meetings. his,
advisory council has already to en actions to clean up the sc ool .
playgroUnd, acquire needed ins ructional materials for the to hers
and acquire a full time cleric -worker to help the teache with
the preparation of classroom t aching materials.

i

TECHNIQUE FOUR: Mr. S , ipes is 'a coordinator of the RiChvieW,
: I

City Kindergarten Program. He and several teachers.hava observed
i

a. dramatic increase. in chil abuse-neglect cases in the community.
Mr.,Snipea,\ Working coOpe atively with the county familli.seMces
department; and an early childhood eduCation 'ent of a
nearby university, has de eloped a parent education pi ,gram on
appropriate' child care pr ctiCes. This educational program, is to

Ibe on videoltapes so that 't can be used througliciut:the City and at
flexible titues,or by pare is On,an individual basis. In Onjunction

.

with the parent educatio program Mr:, Snipes conVin ed the city
council to budget mone to pay high i'school stud nts to help
parents with; hOme duties hen the need so existed,. s Mr. Snipes-
says: "The Program will ducate as well as assist arents with
making life better for thei children as well' as them lyes^ and in-
volve young.children in a m aningful eiperience.'!',

TECHNIQUE FIVE: Mrs.,- F rtney teaches first gr de at Williani'
Smith SchoOl. Many of her`Pa ents are busy People and the 11100
budget restricts' her desire to old ,,coriferenCes-wth the pi,atf4ils.'t 1

Yet, she "hasi-clereloped a classr orn newsletter ,that is prinpOnd
distributed to `parents twice a m nth.-The neWsletter contains in-

, ,/e,
in-
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formation: on projects the children have done as well as events that

are being planned for the parents: It is a brief but delightful news-
letter that, alwayi has something special about some child or \

parent,on the front page. Mrs. Fortney is proud of the newsletter
as it has prompted much interest among' the children and parents.

TECHNIQUE SIX: Dr. Milton Planjet is director of the Early
Childhood Program for Salenta City Schools. As the school district
is located in a large urban area he utilizes various electronic devices
to reach parents and citizens. In two schools Dr! Planjet is experi-
menting with a call-in-telephone recorded message center. Each
day a message is recorded in which the events and activities the
children will be doing that day are explained. Parents can call any-
time of the day to hear the message and thus find out what their
children did that day as well as aCquire some ideas on 'how they
can follow up, with home activities: Dr. Planjet is also utilizing a
local television station to highlite various activities, that are taking
place in the early childhood program of the district. He is planning
some televised parent education programs dealing with child care,
home learning practiceS and parental involvement opportunities
within the local district.

TECHNIQUE SEVEN: Mrs. Burton teaches kindergarten in
Ranchview Schools. Miny of the children, live in homes where
few reading materials are available. Thus many of ,the children
have difficulty learning to read. Mrs. Burton has developed a
siniple booklet that gives parents some ideas on how to help their
children with handling books, games and other reading materials.
Each year she invites the parents to school and holds some reading
help sessions and also utilizes these sessions to get to kno'w the
parents. In conjunction with the help sessions 'Mrs. Burton has
organized a book lending library. The library contains materials
children and parents can borrow for use at home. Although only
in use for one year many children and Parents have used the
library. Mrs, Burton has also worked with the county library to
offer a 'story hour for children' program. The school disfrict pro-
vides transportation for parents, who need A to get to the story
hour time.

TECHNIQUE EIGHT: Dr. James Watoon' is Superintendent of
Rutland County Schools. In an attempt to reach parents of pre-
school age children Dr. Watoon, hag. developed a home visitation
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program. In cooperation with the county library he has developed
a home visitation program. A trained home visitor is a part of the
mobile library van staff. This library staff visits each part of the
county once a month. They take books and materials to people
in rural areas of the county. By goihg with the library staff the
home visitor can visit homes and talk with mothers and fathers
of the children throughout the county. The program ,has been

\ very successful thus far as many parents are following up the
visits with inquiries they never knew about. Dr. Watoon is now
attempting to get the county health offices to send a nurse along
op the mobile van visits. As Dr. Watoon says, A healthy and
literate hOme environment will make School more meaningful to
young children."

When:you select and utilize specific techniques for involving parents in the
educational process, keep in mind that communications is needed' to make them
work.

It is also important to remember. that parent-teac er partnerships muat be
based on a concept of teaming. Each of us can learn from others. As you learn
fiOm fellow teachers and parents you will find yourteaching to become more
meaningful. As you design end use -various parent involvement techniques ask
yourself,the following questions to see if the activity is reflective of what you
want to accomplish.

1. Havel involved the parents in planning the activity?
2. Is the program or, activity well organized, published and planned?
3. Is the event offered at a time and place convenient to parents to attend?
4. If you were Ior are) a parent would you think the planned activity worth

the time to attend?
5. Have appropriate follow-up procedures' been planned to carry on the

functions of the program?
As you become Involvekin teaching in early childhood programs you will

experience various types of parent involvement activities. If you approach'parents
as partners and maintain constructive communications in all aspects of your early
childhood program and they will support your efforts in and out of the class-
room.

PLANNING A PARENT INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM

Many parent r involvement programs are designed by. people with good
intentions yet fail to materialize because they lack the substance to meet the
needs of all parents. A major objective of any parent involvement program should
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be to reach all parents and teachers involved in the' home-school arrangement.
Programs. vary in style and content but do have a'comman goal of enhancing the
relationship among parents and teachers. Some programs are designed and imple-

mented at the district level: Others are organized at the local level and some
teachers develop a program to meet the needs of the children and parents within

their classroom.
A problem that often exists within all types parent involvement programs

is the nori-participation of parents who feel alienated from the school environ-
ment. This problem should be the focus of your initial planning:Why-do many
parents refuse to participate? The answers are many but all of them are related
to.how the program is planned and presented to the parents.

ESTABLISHING A PURPOSE

Although there are many sensible program goals such as the enhancement

of the parent-teacher relationship and the finprovement of home and school
learning environments each parent involvement effort should begin with the
development of-the purpose of the endeavor. You as the teacher have one idea
(albeit impottant) of what the program should be like. You must have the imprit
from parents (as many parents as possible in terms of how they see the orienta-

tion of the program developing). .,4 truly cooperative effort should bring about a
parent-teacher partnership in which the purpose reflects the needs of home and
school. As a part of the planning process the following are necessary steps you

should' take to assure the development of meaningful reasons for having a

1. Acquaint yourself with the families who will be involved in the program.

- What types of families make up the community? What are their needs?

2. Assess What parents think of the schools by taking an inventory of how
they see education in the community. What would they like to_see the
parent involvement program accomplish? Are they willing to particiPate
in an active way in naking the prOgram work?

3. Examine the readiness of.the school staff and other personnel to deal with

a ,parent involvement prograM. What- is the current attitude: of profes-
sionals, toward parents in the school? What type of activities need to be
conducted,to prepare people for meaningful involvement with parents..

4. Organize a parent advisory team to help you plan the basis for developing

a program that will address the needs 'of parents and teachers as they are
viewed by a representative sample of people. The parent advisory team,
should have members representing all facets of the community.

5. Utilizing the ideas of parents and teachers formulate plans to organize a
program o activities to begin your parent involvement effort:This initial
effort shou focus on those projects that can be implemented within the
limits of available resources.
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PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE INITIAL PROGRAM.

The situation, in which many parent-teacher groups find themselves is that
they know.what they want to accomplish but are unsure of how to go about it
Some groups attempt to do it all at once and usually disband in turmoil. In other _
cases the plans of the parent-teacher-drganization are never started because no one
has the time or becanse of a 'we tried that ten years ago" attitude. The most
effective approach is to select one, or two priority goals of the program and
design activities that will help: accomplish those goals. The following is a rather
informal but most appropriate example of how one pannt-teascher group planned
and implemented their program.

THE RIDGEVILLE PARENT-TEACHER TEAM
5,

Mrs. Regina Thompson teaches second grade at Ridgeville Elementary
School:' Last year she held a few parenteyenings in her aasSroom and fotind them
to 'be quite helpful to her .and the parents. Toward the end of the schoOl year she
surveyed the parents of children in the school and found they had some concerns
about the school and were quite interested in getting involved in a parent-teacher
group. She. talked with the building principal and he was open to her discussing
the idea with the staff at their next. meeting. Mrs. Thompson found that there
were three other teachers'who were interested enough to sign up for duty to help
organize the project,

In the fall of the following school year Mrs. Thompson, throe other teachers
and seven parents (selected for their interest and as they represented various parts
of the, community)- organized themselves intiitt-e-RiaregiIle-Tarent-Teacher
Planning Team. This planning team diseased the needs of parents and teachers'
in the Ridgeyille Elementary' School Distridt. The needs Were many and the dis-
cussions produced much needed thought abourhow a parent-teacher group`could
help bosh parents and teachers.

As a result of the 'discussion sessions the planning team decided upon two
major goals fOr acconiPlishing during the school year: (1) the physical improve-
ment of the :Ridgeville Elementary` SehOol and (2) the development of a com-
munity wide immunization: program campaign to assure that infants and young
Children were being properly inimunized-against-dangerous--ehildrieed-diseases.

Since the parent theMbers of the Planning team' were'froM-all, facets of the
community, they &Wiled, a "Visit YOUR ichdol" tweek in the community.
Parents and citizea;ivia -radio -televiSion_iind newSpaner, adyertiieMents, were re-
quested to visit' and- see the 'school and to offer suggestions on.how the school
could be imProVed

Mrs. Ihompson and three members of the planning team organized a meet-
inging with Officials of the county, health departthent. The meeting was very useful as
the health depariment' staff was also quite concerned about the .problem of
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immunizing infants and young children against serous and sometimes life destroy-
ing diseases. The director of the county health board confirmed that =many chil-
dren were not being immunized. Mrs: Thompson, the three planning team mem-
bers and three county health nurses formulated a school-community, Plan to en-

,courage parents to make sure their children were immunized.
These two projects (school improvement and the immunization program)

were the 'substance of the Ridgeville Parent Involvement Program for the school
-year. The planning team decided to conduct and end of the year assessment to
see how these two projects had proceeded: In addition they hoped that as a result
of these activities the membership would increase and active participation in the
program would be broadened to include more parents and teachers in the com-
munity.

EVALUATION AND PiiOWAN-IMPROVEMENT.

An unfortunate happening that negatively affects parent involvement pro-.
grams is that the same people show up each year with the same program plan as
was used in the previous year lust as teachers need to improve their instructional
plans the people who plan parent involvement programs must continuously assess
the needs of parents and teachers and incorporate their, findings into future pro-
gram plans. An effective way to conduct this evaluation is to ask questions such

as the following.
1. Were the main objectives of the proposed parent involvement program for

this school year achieved? If so, how were they achieved? If not ,why were

they not achieved? .

2 Were parents from all facets of the community involved in the parent -

involvement activities during the school year? If not, why was this the
case? ..

3. How did pepple react to the programs and -activities provided during the
year? Did formal or informal evaluations indicate parents and teachers
were pleased with the programs? If not, did they specify how the pro-,

...

grams could be improved?

\ 4. Were the responsibilities for implementing the program shared by as many
parents and teachers as possible or did just a few people have to do the

\ Mirk?
\ 5. During the year were parents and teachers encouraged to identify areas of
\ need that future programs could-be developed around? .,

Utilizing the -questioning process the parent-teacher-leadership team can ,

-, \generate ideas on hOw well the program succeeded, Where it could have been im-
proved_ and' what directions might be considered when developing programs for
future years. No parent involvement is perfect. By utilizing continuous evaluation
procedures,* however; _thole people who Plan the Programs can assure that every

- ..
effO t js being Made to have relevant programs.
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EXERCISES

Section. One.

,

Instructionk: The following section of this text contains &series,
of exercises for you to complete. Section One contains objec-
tive type test statements; Section Two., contains individual
projects you can do to shOW how you would apply the informa-
tion in this text tO real life situations' and Section Three
dudes some discussion Items yori.-can utilize' in your claSsroom
seminars.

Underline the T.(true) or F (false) in front of each statement
according to whether you believe the statement to-.be true for
falSe.

F: Parent involvement is 'necessary in education
parents lack knowledge about their.. children.

T. F. A truly meaningfnl parent involvement program utilizes parents
to help with the clerical tasks but allows the decision making
process to remain in the hands of the professionals.

3. T. -F. One indicator of the changing nature of the patenting process
is the recent rise in the divorce rate in the United States::

4. T. F. The changing roles that mothers and fathers are performing
today does. affect the parent involvement process as it is con-
ducted in schools.

F._The main_mason many, parent involvement programs falter is
that parents of young children are not interested in -becoining
involved in evening activities at the school.

6. T. F. Before any meaningfulParent involvement program can be
undertaken a parent-teacher partnership, must, exist.

7. T. F. The Parent7teaCheredUcation,comPOnent of parent-teacher pro-
grami is the:doing-Part of the process..-

8. T. F. The'Patenf7teacher paiticipation process means that-parents and
teachers make decisions' together in a -CoOperatiVe mariner.

9. T. F. Parent inVolVeirierit programs. should be . planned by those
parents and teacherswho are highly edricated.

10. T. F. Parent inVOlVeMent , programs sluiniclhOe the effect of improv-
initielielf',COnCepta of teaChers:'Patents and cchildren.

-11. T. NO:inattetWhat techniques are used in patent involvement pro
gramif the-,;key'tO success isth6=commUnications pratess as en-
aCtea:hy',Parentsoa

. When,i)Atenta'rittetript: to offetifieir ideaa'o/t the 'curriculihn we
USein'),ohr,.clissiOiiins.we:should remind them that we are the
iPeCialiata on that SUbject.%

because most
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13. T F. When communicating with parents about problems their chil-
dren are having at school Make it clear that you expect them to
dotheir part in clearing up the situation.

1.4. T::T F. Teachers who spend time listening to the personal situations of
the parents-are likely to have good communications with them
on related issues.
Informal parent involvement activities such as holding noon

ur picnics for the fathers sho.uld be aided. as '"oy disrupt
family life.

16. T. F. A constructive parent involvement practice is to schedule
parent-teacher conferences at times convenient to the parents.

17. 'T. When the school district budget_ does not allocate funds for
parent-teacher conferences there is little the teacher can do to
have a program for the parents,

18. T. F. An excellent parent invplvementtechnique is to share in there-
sources of other community agencies in providing families with
services such as library story hours and county health programs.

19. T. F. Iris' important for parent-teacher .programs to be based upon

20. T. F.

21. T. F.

22. T. F.

23. T. E.

24. T. F.

15. T. F.

the concept-of teaming.
Although evaluation is an important part of the teaching pro-
cess it is'not a major part of conducting effective parent involve-
ment programs.
A major problem that often confronts those people who plan
parent involvement programs is that some parents feel uncom-
fortable and unwanted with regards to the school setting.
Teachers who attempt to gain input from parents about the
nature of the parent involvement program will be disappointed,
because most parents are more concerned about the acadejaic
program the teacher is providing their children.
Parent-Teacher Advisory Teams-should, be composed of patents t,

and teachers of all backgrounds and beliefs.
Parent involvement programs should. aim to limit their yearly -

goals to those projects that can be accomplished within the
limitsand resources available.
The, evaluation of parent involvement programs 'can be effec-

-cltiVely handled every three years by a parent-teacher team.

ANSWER KEY:

1 . =F, 2. =F, 3. 4. =T, t. =F, 6. =T, 7. =F, 8. =T, 9, =F, 10. =T, 11. =T,
12. =F, 13. =F, 14. =T, 15. =F; 16. =T, 17. =F, 18. =T, 19. =T, 20. =F, 21. =T,
22. =F, 23. =T, 24. =T, 25. =F. o
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5.eetiatt Two.-
e 3

Interview several different patople (including parents, teachers, children
tilid citizens) about what they think a parent inVolvement program
should attempt to accortplish. In a short essay type paper summarize
how these- different people perceived the functions of a parent involve-

.ment program.
2. If at all possible (and where appropriate) sit in on a parent-teacher. con

ference. After the conference talk with the parent and the teacher about
different. asp *ts of the conference. How did the teacher plan for the
conference? How did the parent feel about the conference? If you had
conducted the conference how would you have behaved? Now outline'
a basic. plan you -would use in conducting a parent-teacher conference.

3 Develop some parent involvement program activities that you think
would be appealing to parents and teachers who usually: do not partici-
pate in such programs. As you design the activities ask several parents
and teachers if they would find the program activities to be useful
enough to take time out of, their schedules to attendthem.

4. Organize &hypothetical' parent7teacher communications situation and act
it out with another student in the class or With a fellow teacher in the

A

5.Design a comprehensive parent-teacher involvement program in which
you explain, how the goals, procedures, activities and follow-up work
will be handled.

Section Three. (Seminar Discussion Probes)

1. The following passage describes the way in which one parent-teacher
group formulatedtheir program goals:

A .

Mr. Bensin,_the school principal, is in charge of getting the Rentall Early
Childhood Parent Involvement Program started each year. He has asked
three parents 'and.tWd teachers.to meet with him.to*outline the program
for the current. school' year At -the meeting Mi., &min presenti an out .

line of What- he thinks. the program should be like. He, Prefaces his re-
marks with the message that ;his program has always worked with the,
paritits-whci- really Care: ,The-Parents and teachers at the meeting nod
their _heads -in'agreement with Mr. Aerislis ideas and the meeting
adjourned:,
i: Why' js Bexisin'srmethod of establishing the goals of theProgram.

wrong?
b. flOw-should Mr.-liensin have handled the task of organizing a work-

able set of gOals,for.the parent involvement program?.,
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2. A key issue in many schools today deals with what should be emPhasized
in the program of

an

studies provided young children. Many parents are
. .

demding a back to the basics curriculum for their children. -Many

parents/in Allendo County Schools have taken just such a stand. How
should the demands of parents for. back to the basics CyrriCtlit1111 be

o
handled? Why must the parents demand a change in the curriculum? Do

you think this,- school district has involved the parents in a continuous
examination of the curriculum? What should be the parents role, in
curriculum development?

3. What care some of the things we should do as educators to,make the'
school or early learning center a place where everyone in the community
can learn and grow as productive human beings?

4. Ti, ,ts and teachers of Illinois District 4000 have been involved in a
constant tu- 7er the goals of the school! You as students and

te,achers involved m early childhood education have been asked to act as
in-Service educators to help these parents and teachers improve their
communication skills.
a. What approach would you take in terms of involving-the-parents-and

teachers in some communications learning situations?
b. What communications behaviors would' you emphasize in your in-

service education program.
d. why do so many parent-teacher communications situations culminate

in conflict? How could these situations be solved?
1. Why is it important to evaluate the outcomes_of parents-teacher involve-

ment programs? What are some constructive modes of conducting-such-,

an evaluation program?
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Anthony .1. Coletta, Ph.D.

Working Together: A Guide to
Parent Involvement will build more co-
operative home/school relationships.
Parent involvement can facilitate dra
rnatic results in child development
When schools and parents Cooperate,
self concepts improve, childrens Moti
vation accelerates,,aritachievement is
heightened. The activities in this
manual promote trust between home
'and.school by creating a partnership
based on clear communication. This
prattical handboOk in Ludes plans for
parent participation in the classroOm:
alternative approaches to teaching
parenting skills, creating home bised
_activities, supplements to parent pro-
grams, helpful child development
guides and checklists, and many other
constrictive applications.

NO. 106-80 "' $995.189 pp.; 1976'

Mary Tom Riley, Ed;D:

Laton: The Parent Book, presents
an innovative training plan for patents
of handicapped children and concisely
reviews the collective needs of handi-
capped_ children and their families.
This easily readable publication is one
of only a few written materials avail-
able, designed to acqtiaint parents of
handicapped children with the re-
sources, facilities:educational oppor-,
tunities and diagnbstic Processes avail-

-able to help than raise their Children.
It also provides-oppoitunities for in-
terested parents to beconie leaders of
training: actiiities.- _Through grOup
Meetings, Gatlin encourages-parents to
become invOlved, interact and acquire
knowledge individually and in groups.

. '

Susan Brown and Pat Komhauser

Working Parents:. How To Be Happy With Your
Children is designed. o make a positive impact on
the home and family life of working parents. This
invaluablestoOk presents &wens of easy and eflec-
tive techniques which prothote constructive and
enjqyable parent/child interaction without disrupt-
ing the families daily routines. Working Parents
can help any parent explore alternatives to day'
care, create a ",child comfortable' home, consider
some of the latest "parenting" techniques and
establish learnini,and activity centers in their own
homes. In-addition to innovative techniques which
encourage parent involvement;many "age flex-
ible" independent play activities for children are
suggested. These activities will help parents learn .
to create situations conducive to their childrens
Own learning and ItOwth. Working Parents is rec--
ornmended reading for all parents who
want to iMprOve the quality of time they spend
with their children.

No. 107-80 $7.00

No. 4128-80 $12.95 150,pp.; 1977
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